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Abstract

Senaste trenden i flera centrala arkitekturer är att integrera het-
erogena kärnor på ett enda chip för att uppnå uppgift och tråd
nivå parallellism, hög prestanda och energieffektivitet. Några ex-
empel på heterogena flera kärnor processorer inkluderar (Tegra
från NVIDIA Cell av IBM och Fusion av AMD).

Målet med detta examensarbete är att utforma en heterogen
(2x2) nätverk på chip som kan köra olika uppgifter parallellt på
alla fyra kärnorna i nätverket. Utveckling steg heterogena nätverk
på chip inkluderar integration av Leon3-en mjuk processor från
Aeroflex Gaisler som överensstämmer med IEEE 1754 (SPARC V8)
arkitektur vid en av noderna i ett homogent nätverk på chip in-
nehåller fyra NiosII / s kärnor-mjuk kärna processor Altera.This
integration handlar om att ersätta en NiosII / s processor från en
av de fyra noder den homogena nätverket med Leon3 processor. Att
översätta signalerna mellan resursen till nätverksgränssnittet för
noden och Leon3 processorn en AMBA buss1till Avalon buss2 sig-
nalen översättning omslag utformades. Alla processorer i nätver-
ket på chip kommunicerar med message passing interface. För
att utnyttja den potential som heterogena nätverk på chip tre pro-
gram, inklusive gles LU faktorisering, var nqueens och Fibonacci
nummer beräkning köra på den. Dessa program kördes på Leon3
SPARC som genererat ett antal uppgifter som kan köras paral-
lellt på alla kärnor i nätverket samtidigt. Denna parallell exekver-
ing av nqueens och Fibonacci nummer beräkning har resulterat i
snabbare jämfört med den seriella utförandet av dessa program på
Leon3 SPARC bara. På grund av den begränsade storleken på på
chip minne som finns tillgängligt för den Leon3 processorn, var det
inte möjligt att köra gles LU faktorisering för större matris storlekar
och denna begränsning har resulterat i något snabbare vid gles LU
faktorisering.
Nyckelord: SPARC V8, AMBA, Avalon, IEEE.

1AMBA står för Advanced Micro controller bussarkitektur. Information om
AMBA bussprotokoll finns på [19].

2Avalon Bus protokollet är designad av Altera fullständig information som
kan hittas på [20]
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Abstract

Latest trend in multi core architectures is to integrate heteroge-
neous cores on a single chip in order to achieve task and thread
level parallelism, high performance and energy efficiency. Some
examples of heterogeneous multi cores processors include (Tegra
by NVIDIA,Cell by IBM and Fusion by AMD).

The goal of this thesis work is to design a heterogeneous (2x2)
network on chip which can run different tasks in parallel on all
the four cores in the network. Development steps of heterogeneous
network on chip include integration of Leon3 -a soft core proces-
sor by AeroFlex Gaisler which conforms with IEEE 1754 (SPARC
V8) architecture- at one of the nodes of a homogeneous network
on chip incorporating four NiosII/s cores -soft core processor by
Altera.This integration involves replacing a NiosII/s processor from
one of the four nodes of the homogeneous network by Leon3 pro-
cessor. To translate the signals between the resource to network
interface of the node and the Leon3 processor an AMBA bus1 to
Avalon bus2 signal translation wrapper was designed. All proces-
sors in the network on chip communicate by message passing in-
terface. To exploit the potential of heterogeneous network on chip
three applications including sparse LU factorization, nqueens and
Fibonacci numbers calculation were run on it. These application
were run on Leon3 SPARC which generated a number of tasks that
can run in parallel on all cores of the network simultaneously. This
parallel execution of nqueens and fibonacci numbers calculation
has resulted in speed up as compared to the serial execution of
these applications on Leon3 SPARC only. Because of the limited
size of the on chip memory available for the Leon3 processor, it
was not possible to run sparse LU factorization for bigger matrix
sizes and this constraint has resulted in no speed up in case of
sparse LU factorization.
Keywords: SPARC V8, AMBA, Avalon, IEEE.

1AMBA stands for Advanced micro controller bus architecture. Details of
AMBA bus protocol can be found at [19].

2Avalon Bus protocol is designed by the Altera complete details of which can
be found at [20]
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the reader with the motivation behind this
thesis work and its objectives. This chapter finishes with an outline
of this thesis report.

1.1 Motivation

ADVENT OF MODERN fabrication technologies has made it pos-
sible to integrate a number of cores on a single chip. Tra-

ditional micro-architectural techniques for delivering high perfor-
mance using single processor core such as clock frequency scaling
and deeper pipelining have already reached their limits and are not
power efficient as well. The ever increasing demand of computer in-
dustry for more processing power and to deliver high performance
for a wide range of applications has adverted the computer archi-
tects towards chip multiprocessors[1].

Chip multiprocessors have now become the most desired solu-
tion for delivering high performance for wide range of applications.
A new innovation in chip multiprocessors is to integrate different
cores on chip together in order to exploit true potential of all the
cores by scheduling the most suitable task to the most suitable
core. Such heterogeneous architectures are now in vogue these
days in the computer architecture industry and are used for graph-
ics and scientific applications.
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1.2 Objectives 7

An example of heterogeneous chip multiprocessor is CELL BE
(Cell Broadband Engine) by IBM. CELL BE has one main IBM 64-
bit power architecture core and eight specialized SIMD Synergis-
tic accelerator cores. Each accelerator core offers a high level
of parallelism by incorporating independent compute and trans-
fer threads.Since the accelerator cores are useful for data intensive
multimedia applications, so Cell BE is used in media applications
such as gaming consoles and scientific applications such as FFT
and cryptography[2].

In addition to having heterogeneous cores on chip incorporating
CPUs and accelerator cores, another trend is to use the graph-
ics processing units GPUs for general purpose processing. The
idea behind general purpose graphic processing units GPGPUs is
to tightly integrate GPU with CPU on single chip and to share a
unified memory hierarchy. Some examples of GPGPU are AMD Fu-
sion and NVIDIA Project Fusion[3].

1.2 Objectives

Main goal of this thesis work is to design and implement a het-
erogeneous network on chip which will incorporate three NiosII/s
soft processor cores by Altera and one Leon3 SPARC V8 core by
AeroFlex Gaisler. Leon3 will act as a master core that will run a
benchmark application and will generate tasks from it. These tasks
will then be scheduled on all three NiosII/s cores (acting as accel-
erator cores) and on the Leon3 as well. In this manner tasks in the
benchmark application will run in parallel on all four cores which
will help to obtain a speed up as compared to serial execution of
the same benchmark application on Leon3 processor only.

1.3 Strategy

Main tollgates in this project include the following;

1. Integrate Leon3 SPARC V8 in homogeneous network on chip
and test its working. This integration requires designing an

7



1.4 Thesis report outline 8

AMBA to Avalon bus wrapper since Leon3 SPARC V8 is based
upon AMBA bus architecture while homogeneous network on
chip is based upon Avalon bus.

2. Generate heterogeneous network on chip and run Sparse LU
as benchmark application on it in the form of master slave
configuration in which Leon3 SPARC V8 will generate tasks
from the sparse LU and will schedule those tasks on NiosII/s
processors.

3. Make execution time calculations for different sizes of input
matrices for sparse LU and compare the parallel execution
time of sparse LU with serial execution time and calculate
speed up and draw conclusion. Same will be followed for two
more applications including "nqueens" and "Fibonacci num-
bers calculations".

1.4 Thesis report outline

This thesis report has been classified in to five chapters.

Chapter 1: This chapter contains the motivation behind the the-
sis work and explains its objectives and strategy followed in this
thesis work.

Chapter 2: This chapter explains the background of the thesis
work. It introduces the reader with heterogeneous architectures
and gives details of parallel programming models used for heteroge-
neous architectures. This chapter also explains the building blocks
of the heterogeneous network namely Leon3 and NiosII/s proces-
sors.

Chapter 3: This chapter explains the hardware implementation
of heterogeneous network on chip in detail. It explains the AMBA
to Avalon bus wrapper design and complete integration process of
Leon3 in the network on chip.

Chapter 4: This chapter explains the parallel implementation
of the application including sparse LU factorization, nqueens and
fibonacci numbers calculation in detail. It also explains the al-
gorithms that are used by each application to divide the tasks in
parallel and run the tasks on all of the cores in parallel.

8
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Chapter 5: This chapter presents the results obtained by run-
ning the sparse LU, nqueens and fibonacci numbers on heteroge-
neous network in parallel and compares these results against the
results of serial execution of these applications on Leon3 processor
only and calculate the speed up obtained in each case.

9



Chapter 2

Background and Problem
Understanding

This chapter discovers the background area of the thesis work by
introducing the reader with the heterogeneous chip multiprocessors
by giving examples of some of the heterogeneous chip multiproces-
sors and highlights the advantages of using heterogeneous chip mul-
tiprocessors. This chapter also explains some of the parallel pro-
gramming models used for the heterogeneous architectures. Note
that this chapter only provides a broad perspective of parallel pro-
gramming models used for heterogeneous architectures. For more
detailed study of these parallel programming models kindly consult
[8-10]. This chapter concludes by providing the reader with some
details of the building blocks of the heterogeneous network on chip
that will be implemented in this thesis work.

2.1 Introduction to heterogeneous archi-
tectures

THE ADVANCEMENT in CMOS fabrication technologies has made
it possible to integrate a number of cores on a single chip.

Traditional computer architectural techniques of delivering high
performance such as deeper pipelining and technology scaling for
higher frequencies have proven to be less useful and are also found
to introduce more complexity in the design and verification pro-

10
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cesses. These limitations have directed the computer architects to-
wards chip multiprocessors in order to deliver high performance[1].
Lance Hammond et al. suggest chip multiprocessors (CMP) and si-
multaneous multi threading (SMT) in order exploit multiple threads
of control[4]. Simultaneous multi threading SMT adds hardware to
a wide issue superscalar processors which enables it to execute in-
structions from multiple threads of control at the same time. SMT
technique provide a better utilization of processor’s resources only
if multiple threads of execution are available otherwise it acts like
a superscalar processor[4].

On the other hand chip multiprocessors execute multiple threads
of execution on different cores at the same time. Roger Ferrer
et al. states that "Amdahl’s law of the multicore era suggests
that heterogeneous parallel architectures have more potential than
homogeneous architectures to accelerate workloads and parallel
applications"[5]. For high performance gains chip multiprocessors
now integrate heterogeneous cores. These heterogeneous core in-
clude integration of CPUs integrated with coprocessors and general
purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU) in order to exploit the
true potential of all different cores for performance improvement.
Heterogeneous chip multiprocessors offer good balance between
high performance and energy efficiency[6].

Another trend in heterogeneous architectures is general pur-
pose graphics processing units GPGPU which include integration
of CPU and GPU with unified memory hierarchy for both of them.
Most of the high performance systems these days use this GPGPU
technique. OpenCL and CUDA programming models have resulted
in wider adoption of GPGPUs[3].

2.2 Examples of heterogeneous architec-
tures

Some of the examples of the heterogeneous architectures are CELL
BE (Bell broadband engine) by IBM and Fusion by AMD. CELL
BE is found in many applications which require high performance
such as media applications including gaming consoles and cryptog-

11
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raphy while AMD Fusion is found in many media and biophysics
applications . Details CELL BE and AMD Fusion can be found in
[1] and [3] respectively.

2.3 Programming models for heterogeneous
architectures

NOTE:Information presented in this section has been taken from the
literature study document which was prepared in order to complete
the pre-study requirement of this thesis work

For exploiting true potential of underlying hardware efficient
programming models are required. These programming models
should provide an interface that will hide the complex details of the
hardware. Designing programming models for heterogeneous ar-
chitectures is a challenging task since such a programming model
must manage multiple instruction set architectures (ISAs), multi-
ple address spaces, heterogeneous computational power and com-
munication and synchronization mechanisms [5].

2.3.1 OmpSs programming model

NOTE:Ideas presented in this section are taken from [7] and litera-
ture study document of this thesis work.

OmpSs is mainly based upon StarSs and OpenMP. OmpSs ex-
ploits the parallelism by using the tasks from OpenMP while StarSs
extensions are used to determine the data dependencies among
the tasks. StarSs extensions are also used to implement the data
transfers.

OpenMP is based upon fork and join models while OmpSs is
based upon Thread-Pool model. In thread pool model all of the ex-
ecution threads exists since the beginning and this eliminates the
use to parallel construct in OmpSs. Master thread in the thread
pool model starts the execution of the user code and all other
threads can start execution at any time when work is assigned to

12



2.3 Programming models for heterogeneous architectures 13

them. In the sense of OpenMP the pool of thread is still a team of
threads. Master thread will assign work to other threads. Threads
can be nested, so all of the treads can become work generators.

2.3.1.1 Extensions of OmpSs programming model

OmpSs has set of extensions that is used to specify the data depen-
dencies and heterogeneous devices. Because of these extensions,
it is possible to use the directives in the applications and to avoid
the calls to run time library.

2.3.1.2 Data dependencies in OmpSs

The task construct inherits some of the clauses from the StarSs
programming model. These clauses accept any expression that
evaluates to a set of lvalues. These clauses are as follows,

1. Input

2. Output

3. inout

4. inout-set

These clauses determine data dependencies by enforcing some
of the conditions which are as follows,

1. If a created task has "input" clause and it evaluates to some
lvalue. Then this task will not be able to execute if there is a
situation in which there is already a created task which has
an "output" clause which applies to the same lvalue.

2. If a created task has "output" clause that evaluates to some
lvalue then this task will not be able to run if there is a situ-
ation in which there is an already created task which has an
"input" or "output" clause that applies to the same lvalue.

3. If the created task has "inout" clause which evaluates to some
lvalue. Then this means that this particular task has both
"input" and "output" clause which both evaluated to the same
value.

13



2.3 Programming models for heterogeneous architectures 14

4. If the created task has "inout-set" clause which evaluates to
some lvalue then this is equivalent that this task has "inout"
clause that evaluates to the same lvalue. Also it is assumed
that this task will not create any data dependencies issues
with any other task with "inout-set" clause evaluating to the
same lvalue.

2.3.1.3 Heterogeneous extensions in OmpSs

For dealing with heterogeneous architectures, a "Target" construct
has been added to OmpSs. This constructs mainly specifies the
device upon which a particular task should run. This construct
applies to both tasks and functions and has following clauses.

1. Device: This clause specifies the device upon which a partic-
ular task must run.

2. Copy-in: This clause means that a set of shared data must be
transfered to a particular target device before a task is exe-
cuted on it.

3. Copy-out: This clause means that a set of shared data must
be moved from a particular target device after the execution
has completed.

Functions can be defined as tasks by adding task construct to
the header or definition of a function. When function is called this
will actually execute the task.

2.3.2 StarPU unified runtime system

NOTE:Ideas presented in this section are taken from [7], [8], [9] and
literature study document of this thesis work.

2.3.2.1 Introduction

With StarPU unified runtime system, numerical kernel developers
can easily define tasks for heterogeneous architectures. StarPU

14



2.3 Programming models for heterogeneous architectures 15

provides a framework and low level scheduling mechanisms to the
scheduler programmers for developing scheduling algorithms. In
StarPU tasks are defined from an abstract point of view called
"Codelets". StarPU and OmpSs offer many similarities if the exe-
cution model is considered. But at the same time a programmer is
exposed to low level APIs in StarPU which is not the case in OmpSs.

2.3.2.2 Runtime system of StarPU

StarPU unfied runtime system is based upon a data management
library and a unified execution model. Data can be managed in
a heterogeneous architectures in StarPU by using the high level
interface provided by the data management library. Tasks inside a
"codelet" are executed by the starPU’s unified runtime system.

2.3.2.3 Data management library of StarPU

Accessing main memory from within an accelerator in order to
read/write data used in a "codelet" becomes a difficult task. The
data management library of StarPU has solved this problem by pro-
viding a distributed shared memory which has protection against
concurrent modifications and has coherency mechanisms. There is
also a transparent data migration and replication system provided
by the data management library. This transparent data migration
and replication system also manipulates the data. The manipula-
tion includes remapping of the data and converting the endianness
and such manipulations are useful in hybrid environment.

2.3.2.4 Unified execution model of StarPU

An application can submit a "codelet" which is an encapsulated
form of a task to the StarPU runtime system which can run it on
any of the compute resources that are controlled by the StarPU.
"Codelet" has the following information,

1. High level description of the data to be accessed by the "codelet"
during its execution.

15



2.3 Programming models for heterogeneous architectures 16

2. Specification of the number of compute resources upon which
the "codelet" can be executed.

3. A callback function which the StarPU will call after completing
the execution of the "codelet".

Compute resources are called workers in the StarPU. The exe-
cution of the "codelet" in a StarPU model includes following steps.

1. The application describes the data layout to the data man-
agement library and submits the "codelet" to the scheduling
engine.

2. Then the driver will request a "codelet" from the scheduling
engine and will bring a piece of data from the data manage-
ment library.

3. When both data and the "codelet" are available to the driver,
it then schedules the "codelet" to a worker and waits for the
termination of the task.

4. At the end of the task the driver will execute the call back
function.

New architecture can be supported in the StarPU if it is possible
that the driver is able to start the execution of a "codelet" which
it receives from the scheduler on the worker and to move buffer
to and from the target machine. There is one driver per worker
in StarPU which means that there will be multiple instances of a
driver.

2.3.3 StarSs Programming model

NOTE:Ideas presented in this section are taken from [10], [11] and
literature study document of this thesis work.

StarSs is mainly based upon tasks and it aims at providing
functional level parallelism. StarSs actually makes an application
portable i.e., the application becomes target platform independent.
StarSs works by first analyzing an application in order to deter-
mine the tasks that are present in the that sequential application.
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Then a data dependencies graph is determined at the runtime. And
then this data dependencies graph is used to determine task level
parallelism that is present in the application and can be exploited
to run the tasks in parallel. When a task finishes its execution the
data dependencies graph is updated to determine new scheduling
decisions.

Functions are defined as tasks in StarSs programming model by
using "Pragma" statements. Arguments of the functions in StarSs
programming model are defined as "Clause-list". Depending on the
type of the target architecture, the "Clause-list" can determine the
data movement for the arguments of the function call. Movement
of data from task generating processing unit to the task executing
processing unit is identified by the input clause.

2.3.3.1 Hierarchical StarSs Programming model

An enhanced form of StarSs programming model is hierarchical
StarSs which allows creation of a task within an other task. In hi-
erarchical StarSs each task has its private context which contains
information about its subtasks. To resolve the data dependencies
and synchronization issues only the tasks that belong to same con-
text are considered. A task can only complete if all of its sub tasks
are finished.

Hierarchical StarSs can also target the heterogeneous archi-
tectures. For heterogeneous architectures, there is an additional
"Pragma" statement that written before the "Pragma task" state-
ment or the invocation of the function that has been declared as
task. This additional "Target Pragma" identifies that this task must
be executed on a specific architecture. The "Target Pragma" uses
two additional clauses namely "device" and "implements". "De-
vice" clause represents the target architecture upon which the task
should be executed and "implements" clause specifies an alterna-
tive implementation of a function.

StarSs also provides "Barrier" and "Wait-on" pragma statements.
These pragama statements are used to synchronize the tasks. The
"Barrier" statement waits for all the tasks to complete and "Wait-
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2.3 Programming models for heterogeneous architectures 18

on" waits for all those tasks that can produce a variable in "data-
reference-list".

2.3.3.2 Two implementations of StarSs programming model

Two implementations of StarSs programming model are SMPSs
and CellSs. SMPSs is shared memory multi core SMP/cc-NUMA
architecture. Both SMPSs and CellSs have same pragma state-
ments and same application can be ported to both implementa-
tions. Both CellSs and SMPSs determine the data dependencies in
the tasks which include RAW (Read After Write), WAR(Write After
Read) and WAW (Write After Write).

2.3.3.3 Runtime details of CellSs

CellSs has two threads, a main thread and a helper thread.The
main thread runs the sequential part of an application and keeps
synchronization between the sequential and parallel parts of an
application. Main thread can also asynchronously call CellSs API
when a new task is invoked. This feature also helps to build the
task graph. The helper thread schedules a task on a worker thread
and keeps synchronization between the tasks scheduled on the
worker threads. There are three state of a worker thread.

1. Waiting state: In this state the worker thread is waiting for the
scheduling of the task from the helper thread.

2. Execution state: In this state the worker thread executes the
task assigned by the helper thread.

3. Informing helper state: In this state the worker thread informs
the helper thread about the completion of the task assigned.

Worker threads implement double buffering in order to transfer
data along with the computations. Worker threads also do imple-
ment a cache in which arguments of the previous tasks are kept.
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2.3.3.4 Runtime details of SMPSs

SMPSs has main and worker threads in its implementation. The
main thread is responsible for running the sequential part of the
application and for synchronizing the sequential and parallel parts
of the application and for building task DAG. Tasks are scheduled
on the worker threads which maintain a ready list to help exploit
the data locality.

SMPSs is based upon shared memory concept and there is no
need for data transfers in it. The clauses (input, output and inout)
are not meant to show the direction of data movement rather they
are used to calculate the data dependencies among the tasks. This
information is then used to build the task DAG.

2.3.4 Miscellaneous parallel programming approaches

There are many other parallel programming approaches that are
used in many implementations. One of them is OpenMP which is
based upon shared memory concept. In OpenMP "Pragma" state-
ments are used in order to give the compiler some idea of the task
parallelism in the code[10]. Cilk is general purpose parallel pro-
gramming language and is targeted for the multi threaded paral-
lel programming. Tasks in the Cilk are identified by the keyword
"Spawn" and are synchronized by "Sync" keyword. Both Cilk and
OpenMP implement the nested tasks (tasks that are generated by
other tasks). But both Cilk and OpenMP do not determine data de-
pendencies and programmer must resolve them at the application
level[10].
Another parallel programming approach is Mentat[12]. In Mentat
the programmers can specify the part of the code that must run in
parallel this is an object oriented approach and is based upon C++.
The programmers just specify the classes that have the methods
that can run in parallel. Then during the execution as soon as the
input arguments are available the functions start execution. Men-
tat supports the asynchronous execution of the task and offers
the advantage of the high level programming model whose runtime
takes care of synchronization and load balancing[10].
Sequoia is an other programming language and is based upon C++.
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2.4 Building blocks of heterogeneous network on chip 20

Sequoia also divides the application in to a number of tasks just
like CellSs and these tasks can call themselves recursively[10].

2.4 Building blocks of heterogeneous net-
work on chip

Objective of this thesis project is to implement a heterogeneous net-
work on chip by modifying a homogeneous (2x2) network on chip
details of which can be found at [13]. The homogeneous network
is a (2x2) NOC having four Altera NiosII/s soft core processors [14]
connected together in a mesh configuration. The heterogeneous
network will be created by replacing one of the NiosII/s cores with
Leon3 SPARC V8 soft core processor by AeroFlex Gaisler [15]. This
section will highlight some of the architectural details of the NiosI-
I/s and Leon3 SPARC V8 soft core processors.

2.4.1 Leon3 SPARC V8 processor

AeroFlex Gaisler’s Leon3 is a 32-bit soft core processor that con-
forms to the SPARC V8 architecture. Leon3 is available as open
source and is implemented as VHDL model that can be synthe-
sized. Leon3 can easily be configured in to different configurations
using the VHDL generics. That is why Leon3 can be used in a
number of system on chip design applications. Prominent features
of Leon3 include SPARC V8 instruction set, advanced seven stage
pipeline, fully pipelined IEEE- 754 floating point unit,AMBA 2.0
AHB bus interface,symmetric multiprocessor support, Harvard ar-
chitecture (separate instruction and data caches),SPARC reference
MMU having configurable TLB and power down mode [15][16]. IP
core of Leon3 processor can be obtained as a part of Grlib IP core
library [18]. For more detailed literature about regarding Leon3
processor architecture consult [15]
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2.4 Building blocks of heterogeneous network on chip 21

2.4.2 NiosII/s soft core processor

Altera’s NiosII/S is a standard soft core processor that is targeted
for small core size. NiosII/S core has instruction cache, 2 GB of
external address space, 5 stage pipeline, tightly coupled memory,
hardware multiply and divide and shift operations, 256 custom in-
structions and JTAG debug module [14].
In the heterogeneous NOC, three NiosII/s cores are used as accel-
erators with one Leon3 acting as main core.
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Chapter 3

Hardware implementation of
heterogeneous network on
chip

This chapter covers the actual hardware implementation of the (2x2)
heterogeneous network on chip. It starts by introducing the reader
with the (2x2) homogeneous network on chip and highlights its archi-
tecture and functionality. Following sections explain the integration
of Leon3 SPARC V8 processor with the homogeneous (2x2) network
which includes AMBA to Avalon bus wrapper design and porting
Leon3 system as an SOPC component that can be instantiated in
the SOPC builder. This chapter concludes by explaining the message
passing interface that will be used by the heterogeneous network.

3.1 Homogeneous (2x2) quad-core network
on chip

QUAD core (2x2) network on chip has four Altera NiosII/s pro-
cessor cores which are connected together in a (2x2) Man-

hatten style 2D mesh configuration. This network was originally
designed by ABB [17] and it uses the concept of Nostrum NOC
designed by Royal Institute of Technology, KTH [13]. This homoge-
neous quad core network has been used as a platform in this thesis
work in order to implement the quad core heterogeneous network
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3.1 Homogeneous (2x2) quad-core network on chip 23

on chip.

3.1.1 Architectural details of homogeneous quad core
network on chip

Homogeneous quad core (2x2) network has four NiosII/s soft core
processors that are connected together in Manhatten style 2D mesh
configuration. There are four nodes in the network and each node
has switch, a resource to network interface and NiosII/S processor
[13]. The architecture of quad core network is shown in figure 1.

NiosII/

S 

Node

NiosII/

S 

Node

NiosII/

S 

Node

NiosII/

S 

Node

Send channel

Receive channel

Figure 3.1: Homogeneous quad core (2x2) NOC in [13]

The architecture of a node is shown in the figure below,
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Figure 3.2: One node of the homogeneous quad core network [13]

Architecture of the node shows that each node is connected to
two other nodes in the network through a switch. The switch is
connected to the resource to network interface (RNI). RNI has two
interfaces one has send and receive channels and this interface is
connected to the switch and the other interface of RNI is Avalon
slave interface. This Avalon salve interface is connected to the
Avalon switch fabric (Avalon bus). NiosII/s processor is connected
to the Avalon switch fabric (Avalon bus) through the Avalon master
interface.
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3.1.2 Device drivers of RNI

NiosII/s can communicate with RNI with the help of RNI device
drivers. In order to send the data to another node in the network
the NiosII/s processor writes the data to the RNI send buffer. Next
step is to wait for the RNI base address register to become zero.
This indicates that the previously written data has been sent and
the send command for the newly written data can be given. As soon
as the RNI base address register becomes zero the send command
can be issued which initiates the sending process [13].

In order to receive the data, NiosII/S processor reads the data
from the RNI receive buffer [13].

3.1.3 Message Passing interface

Homogeneous quad core NOC is provided with a set of message
passing interface based routines which NiosII/S processor can use
to communicate with the RNI. MPI routines include routines to
send and receive the data and to check the RNI base address reg-
ister [13]. More details of this network can be found in [13].

3.2 Heterogeneous (2x2) quad-core network
on chip

Heterogeneous quad core network is primarily based upon the ho-
mogeneous quad core network. In order to implement the hetero-
geneous NOC, the NiosII/S processor at one of the nodes of the
homogeneous NOC is replaced with the Leon3 SPARC V8 proces-
sor. Since NiosII/S processor is connected to the RNI through an
Avalon master interface and the Leon3 SPARC V8 is based upon
AMBA bus, so the integration process involve the design and im-
plementation of AMBA to Avalon bus wrapper. Heterogeneous NOC
and the integration of Leon3 on one of the nodes of the NOC is
shown in the figure below,
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Figure 3.3: Leon3 integrated at one node of the homogeneous net-
work

Each node has separate send and receive channels for each
other node. For the sake of simplicity only one pair of send and re-
ceive channels is shown here. Architectural details of Leon3 node
are shown in figure 3.4.

The Leon3 node has Leon3 SOPC system that is connected to
the RNI through Avalon master interface. Inside the Leon3 SOPC
system the Leon3 processor is connected to the AMBA bus as mas-
ter component. This master component can communicate with
any of the slaves connected to the AMBA bus. So in order to trans-
late the AMBA master signals from Leon3 processor an AMBA to
Avalon wrapper has been connected on the slave side of the AMBA
bus. This wrapper module has two interfaces one is connected as
slave to the AMBA bus and other one is connected to the Avalon as
master interface. Following figures show this integration process.
Figure 3.4 shows the Leon3 node in detail while figure 3.5 shows
the Leon3 SPOPC component in detail.
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Figure 3.4: Node with integrated Leon3 SOPC system
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Figure 3.5: Leon3 SOPC system

Subsequent sections will discuss the the AMBA to Avalon bus
wrapper design in more detail.

3.3 Architecture of AMBA bus

NOTE:Ideas and information presented in this section are taken
from [19] and the literature study document of this thesis work
AMBA is an abbreviation of Advanced Micro controller Bus archi-
tecture and this interconnect standard has been developed by ARM
. There are two distinct classes of AMBA bus one is used for high
speed data transfers and is called AMBA AHB or ASB bus. CPUs,
DMA and on chip memory etc which require high speed data trans-
fers are connected to this AHB bus. The other one is AMBA APB
bus which is used when it is required to connect the low power
peripheral devices.

Major components of the AMBA AHB bus are as follows,

1. AHB master

2. AHB Slave

3. AHB Arbiter
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4. AHB Decoder

A master transfers the control and data signals to the slave.
Slave then samples the control and data signals and responds ei-
ther by sampling the data or by providing the data. The salve may
also insert a wait state after sampling the input signals and input
data from the master. In that case the master has to wait for the
wait state to be over before it can expect any response from the
slave.

Complete AHB transfer include arbitration, data and control sig-
nals transfer and the response from the slave. Master first asserts
a request for the grant of arbitration to the AHB bis arbiter. If this
particular master gets the grant form the arbiter then it can asset
the data and control signals on the AHB bus and then salve can
sample the in coming signals. The salve responds by either wait
request or by sampling or by providing the data.

Architecture of AMBA AHB bus interconnect is shown in the
figure below,
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Master 2
Slave 2

Slave 1

Multiplexors for 
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decoder

Arbitor

Decoder

HADDR, 

HWDATA 

and HRDATA

HADDR, 

HWDATA 

and HRDATA

HADDR, 

HWDATA 

and 

HRDATA

HADDR, 

HWDATA 

and 

HRDATA

Figure 3.6: AMBA AHB bus interconnect
NOTE:Concept and idea of AMBA AHB bus interconnect in this

figure is taken from [19]

Detail of AMBA AHB bus signal is as follows,
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1. HCLK : clock signal

2. HRESETn : Reset signal

3. HADDR [31:0]: address signal (32 bit width)

4. HTRANS [1:0]: 2- bit signal indicating type of transfer

5. HWRITE : This signal selects between the two operations (Read
or Write)

6. HSIZE [2:0]: 3- bit signal indicating the size of the transfer

7. HBURST [2:0] : 3- bit signal used to indicate the burst transfer

8. HPROT [3:0] :4- bit protection control signal

9. HWDATA [31:0]: 32-bit data bus

10. HSELx : This 1-bit signal is used to select a particular slave

11. HRDATA [31:0] : 32-bit signal indicating data read from the
slave

12. HRESP [1:0] : Transfer response signal

AMBA AHB read and write transfer is shown in the figure below,
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Figure 3.7: AMBA AHB bus transfers (Read and Write)
NOTE:Concept and idea of AMBA AHB bus transfers both for read
and write are exactly taken from [19] and are reproduced here to

explain the AMBA AHB bus transfers.

As it can be seen from the figure 3.7 that there are two distinct
phases namely address phase and data phase in the AMBA AHB
bus transfers. After receiving grant from the arbiter, the master
presents the address and control signals to the slave in the ad-
dress phase. All slaves are memory mapped in AMBA AHB. since
the salves are memory mapped so they are selected by decoding a
part of the 32 bit HADDR signal.The slave that is selected by the
memory mapped decoding must read the address and control in-
formation within the address phase.

Followed by the address phase there is a data phase. In data
phase, the salve should respond either by sampling the input data
(AHB write transfer) or by providing the data (AHB read cycle). The
slave can insert some wait states by using the HREADY signal be-
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fore responding to the master. In figure 3.7, there are no wait states
in the AHB read and write transfers. But slave can insert some wait
states in the AHB transfers by asserting zero on HREADY signal.
For further details about the AMBA AHB bus architecture kindly
consult[19]

3.4 Altera Avalon bus architecture

NOTE:Ideas and information presented in this section are taken
from [20]
Altera Avalon Bus (switch fabric) is based upon memory mapped
address architecture. All slaves are memory mapped. There can
be more than one masters that can assess a single slave in that
case the arbiter is used to grant access to the slave to a particular
master. Avalon bus allows wait sates transfer, pipelined transfers,
burst transfers and tri-state transfers. Following signals are used
in the basic read and write transfer with wait states.

1. clk : Clock signal

2. read : Single bit signal when high it indicates a read transfer.
Driven from master to slave

3. write : Single bit signal when high it indicates a write transfer.
Driven from master to slave

4. byteenable [3:0] : 4-bit signal indicating which bytes of the
data bus are active. Driven from master to slave

5. address [31:0]: 32-bit address signal

6. readdata: Read data signal driven from slave to master. Width
of this signal can vary from 8- bits to 1024- bits

7. writedata: Write data signal driven from master to slave. Width
of this signal can vary from 8- bits to 1024- bits

Following figures show the Altera Avalon bus read and write trans-
fers.
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Figure 3.8: Avalon bus read cycle
NOTE:Concept and idea of Avalon bus read cycle is exactly taken
from [20] and is reproduced here to explain the Avalon bus read

cycle.
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Figure 3.9: Avalon bus write cycle
NOTE:Concept and idea of Avalon bus write cycle is exactly taken
from [20] and is reproduced here to explain the Avalon bus write

cycle.

As can be seen from the read cycle in figure 3.8 that master pro-
vides address, byte enable and asserts high logic on the read signal
at a positive edge of the clock. The salve must sample all of these
signals before the next positive edge of the clock signal. If there are
no wait states asserted by the salve then the slave must respond
by the read data in the next cycle this is same situation shown in
figure 3.8. But if slave wants to insert some wait states then it can
do that by asserting wait request signal high for the number of cy-
cles equal to the wait state. When wait request becomes low slave
responds with the data.

In write cycle in figure 3.9, master turns write signal high and
provides address, data to be written and byte enable signal at a
positive edge of the clock signal. The slave must sample all these
signal before the next positive edge of the clock signal. If the slave
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has not wait states to be inserted then the write cycle is finished on
the next cycle. And if the slave inserts the wait states then master
prolongs the address, data to be written and byte enable signals
along with the high state of the write signal.

For more information about Altera Avalon bus can be found in
[20].

3.5 Details of GRLIB IP Core library

Grlib IP core library is designed by AeroFlex Gaisler and it is a set
of IP cores based upon VHDL libraries. Each IP core is provided
by a different vendor[18]. The concept of this IP core library is that
all the cores that will be connected together with Leon3 SPARC V8
processor will be connected together by AMBA bus (both AHB and
APB) are used in Grlib. Grlib has IP cores such as Leon3 SPARC V8
processor, AMBA AHB/APB bus, 32-bit PC 133 SDRAM controller,
32-bit PCI bridge with DMA, USB 2.0, UART and 32-bit GPIO port.
Details of all the IP cores available in Grlib can be found in [18].

All of the IP cores in Grlib are connected to the AMBA AHB/APB
bus and they all define same data structure in order to be con-
nected to the AMBA bus which is a VHDL record type. All IP cores
that are connected to the AMBA as master use HMSTI (master in-
put record type) and HMSTO (master output record type) to get
connected to the AMBA bus. And slaves use HSLVO (slave output
record type) and HSLVI (slave input record type) record types in
order to connect to AMBA bus [18].

Master and slave connected with the interconnect are shown in
the figure below.
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Figure 3.10: Interconnect between master and slaves in AMBA
AHB

NOTE:This figure for interconnect between master and slaves in
Grlib implementation of AHB is exactly taken from [18].

This figure shows that the masters have output record type sig-
nal "ahbmo (1)","ahbmo (2)" and "ahbmo (3)". These output record
type signals are connected to the arbiter’s input. The output of
arbiter "ahbsi" (slave input record type signal) is connected at the
input of both the slaves. Outputs of slaves which are "ahbso(1)"
and "ahbso(2)" (slave output record type signals) are connected to
the input of decoder which decodes the output (ahbmi)(master in-
put record type) which is to be connected at the input of all of the
masters.

3.6 Plug and play mechanism of AHB Grlib
implementation

Grlib is based upon AMBA AHB/APB bus and the Grlib implemen-
tation of the AMBA AHB provides a unique feature of plug and play
mechanism. This plug and play mechanism allows an application
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running in the Leon3 processors to determine the configuration
of all the attached devices just by reading the read only memory
provided by the plug and play information. The plug and play in-
formation for each device is stored in a read only memory in the
AHB controller. Plug and play information for each device con-
sists of eight 32-bit words and this information is sent to the AHB
bus controller by each device using HCONFIG signal. AHB con-
troller stores this information in a read only memory. First of the
eight words specify the device ID and interrupt routing. Last four
words specify the bank address registers. Remaining three words
specify any device specific information. The configuration records
of all the master are usually mapped at 0xFFFFF000-0xFFFFF800
while the configuration records of all the salves are mapped after
0xFFFFF800 up to 0xFFFFFFFC [18].

3.7 Address decoding in AMBA AHB bus to
select a slave

AHB controller in the Grlib AMBA AHB implementation implements
address decoding in order to select a slave. AHB controller imple-
ments the address decoding by using the plug and play information
that was received from the salve on HCONFIG signal. It means that
if slave is replaced then the new slave can easily update its plug
and play information in the AHB controller and its address decod-
ing will automatically be implemented. If a slave is selected then
the AHB controller sends the HSEL signal to the selected slave [18].

Address range of the slaves is defined by "Mask field" of the
bank address registers of the plug and play information for slaves.
The address decoding in AHB controller is actually accomplished
by comparing the 12 most significant bits in the HADDR signal
(address signal) of AMBA AHB with 12 bit "ADDR field "of bank ad-
dress registers. If the 12 most significant bits [31:20] of the HADDR
signal are found to be equal to the 12 bits in the ADDR field of plug
and play information of any slave then that particular slave gets
selected and corresponding HSEL signal is used by the AHB con-
troller to select that slave [18].
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There are two types of memory banks that are defined for the
AHB bus. one is AHB memory bank and the other is AHB I/O
bank. The address decoding is performed differently for both of
them. In AHB I/O bank bits from [19:8] are to select the slave [18].

3.8 Interrupts in Grlib AMBA AHB

Interrupts are implemented by the Grlib implementation of AHB
by using 32 signals both as inputs and outputs. Both master and
slave can drive the interrupts. Output of all of the masters include
all the 32 interrupt signals combined in the vector (ahbmo.hirq).
Similarly for all the slaves the signal ahbso.hirq contains all of the
32 interrupt signals. Slave also drive generic HIRQ signal in order
to specify which interrupt request signal to drive[18].

3.9 Leon3 based system generation

For the generation of the Leon3 based system that will be integrated
with the quad core homogeneous network on chip, the first step is
to generate the Leon3 based system from a template design given
in the Grlib IP core library. This IP core library is available as open
source library at the AeroFlex Gaisler website [24]. The IP core li-
brary will be downloaded as a zipped file. First step is to unzip
this file at any location in the system. The IP core library contains
different template designs for different FPGA boards. Since this
thesis work is targeted for the Altera Stratix III FPGA board so the
template design Altera-ep3sl150 has been used in this thesis work
since it is targeted for the Altera Stratix III board. In order to con-
figure the template design the configuration GUI is started in the
terminal window in UBUNTU using the "make xconfig" command.
This command will start a GUI based configuration process. All the
parameters of all of the IP cores attached in this template design
can be configured using this GUI. The main dialog will have op-
tions including synthesis, clock generation, AMBA configurations,
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processor, debug link, VHDL debugging and peripherals.

Synthesis actually selects the target technology or FPGA for
which the system will be synthesized in this case it is Altera Stratix
III. There are other options as well in synthesis including inferring
RAM and I/O pads or not and also to enable or disable the asyn-
chronous reset. Clock generation has an option for selecting phase
locked loop which can be included for phase adjustment and resyn-
chronization of the clock signal. In this template design Altera ALT
PLL has been selected as phase locked loop. The processor option
will allow to select the Leon3 SPARC V8 processor and other op-
tions which will configure parameter for the processor such cache,
MMU, integer unit, floating point unit, debug support unit, fault
tolerance and VHDL debug settings.

After configuring the template design "make scripts" command
is used that will generate the scripts. This project can then be
synthesized in Altera Quartus [24]and also the simulation of this
project can be run in ModelSim [22]. More information about the
system generation process can be found in [18].

The template design in this thesis work has following parame-
ters,

1. Target technology: Altera Stratix III

2. infer RAM and infer PAD: disabled

3. Asynchronous reset: enabled

4. Altera ALT PLL multiply and divide factors: 10

5. Hardware floating point unit: disabled (only available in com-
mercial versions), FPU is emulated using -msoft-float in com-
piler

6. Instruction and data cache: disabled

7. Memory Management Unit: disabled

8. JTAG debug link: Enabled
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9. Leon2 memory controller: disabled

10. synchronous SRAM controller: disabled

11. DDR2 SDRAM controller: disabled

12. On chip RAM: 64 Kbyte at 0x40000000

13. On chip ROM: enabled at address 0x00000000

14. Console UART and Timer unit: enabled

15. GPIO port: disabled

3.10 AMBA AHB to Altera Avalon bus wrap-
per design

NOTE: Some ideas during the development of the wrapper design
are taken from [18], [19], [20].

As discussed in section 3.1, that homogeneous quad core net-
work on chip has four NiosII/S processors that are connected to-
gether in the form of (2x2) Manhatten style 2D mesh array1. So
in order to implement a heterogeneous network on chip one of the
four nodes of the this homogeneous network will be replaced with
the Leon3 processor system. Since the Leon3 system uses AMBA
AHB bus as interconnect and resource to network interface of the
homogeneous network at any node is connected to the NiosII/S
processor through Avalon bus. So to replace the NiosII/S proces-
sor at one of the nodes with Leon3 system i.e., to connect the Leon3
based system to the resource to network interface of a node there is
a need to design a wrapper that will translate the protocols between
AMBA and Avalon buses. This wrapper module will be connected
to the Leon3 based system as slave and will connect to the resource
to network interface through Avalon bus as an Avalon master.

1in this thesis work only 1-D network is used
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3.11 AMBA to Avalon bus protocol transla-
tion

As explained in the section 3.3 that there are two distinct phases
in the AMBA bus protocol. One is address phase and the other is
data phase. In address phase the master provides the data and the
control signals which must be sampled by the slave before the next
positive edge of the clock. In the data phase the master provides
the write data in the write cycles. After sampling the address and
control signals in the address phase the slave must respond by
the HREADY signal. If the HREADY signal is high this means that
there is no wait state insert by the slave and the slave will respond
with the response which is providing the read data or sampling the
write data. On the other hand if the HREADY signal is low which
means that slave has inserted wait states then the master waits
for the HREADY to become high and if this is a write cycle and the
wait state has been inserted then the master will prolong the write
data on the data bus and write data will be valid on data bus until
the HREADY becomes high. If this was a read cycle, and a wait
state has been inserted by the slave then the master will wait for
HREADY to become high and then the master will sample the read
data.

In Avalon bus protocol, as explained in the section 3.4, the mas-
ter provides the address data and byte-enable signal at a positive
edge of the clock and the slave must respond with the data read or
by sampling the data at the next positive edge of the clock. Wait
states are inserted by the slave by using "wait-request" signal.

Since there is a difference between AMBA and Avalon bus pro-
tocols so these protocols are translated by the wrapper module.
Translation of the write signals is shown in figures below.
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Figure 3.11: AMBA to Avalon bus signal translation (write cycle)

This figure shows that the master at the AMBA side provides
the address and control signals in the address phase of the AMBA
bus at first positive edge of the clock. The address and the control
signals are sampled by the wrapper module at the first edge of the
clock. At positive edge of clock number 2 the master at the AMBA
side provides the write data. This write data is sampled by the
wrapper at the third positive edge of the clock. The wrapper mod-
ules also provides the sampled address and write data along with
the write signal to the Avalon bus on this same third clock cycle.
At fourth clock cycle the Avalon write cycle completes. The signal
translation presented in this figure shows that there were no wait
states inserted by the slave on the Avalon side.

Translation of the read signals from AMBA to Avalon bus is
shown in the figure below.
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Figure 3.12: AMBA to Avalon bus signal translation (read cycle)

As shown in this figure that address and control signals are
presented by the master at the AMBA side at the first positive edge
of the clock. This address and control information is sampled by
the wrapper module at this first positive edge of the clock. At the
second positive edge of the clock the wrapper module provides the
address and the read signals to the Avalon bus. These address and
control signals are sampled by the Avalon slave at the third pos-
itive clock edge. If there are no wait states inserted by the slave,
then the Avalon slave will provide the read data before the fourth
positive edge of the clock. The AMBA master can sample the data
at the fourth positive edge of the clock.
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3.12 AMBA AHB to Avalon bus wrapper de-
sign as a finite state machine

3.12.1 Design decision

If the behavior of the AMBA to Avalon bus signal translation is
carefully observed then it becomes evident that there are distinct
states in the signal translation module. First of all the signal trans-
lation module samples the input address,control and data from the
AMBA master side.Then these signals are presented to the Avalon
bus slave and when the slave provides some response it is passed
on to back the AMBA master. All of data transfers in the AMBA to
Avalon signal translation module are performed in distinct states
so the AMBA to Avalon bus wrapper has been designed as a finite
state machine.

Following figure shows the finite state machine that is used to
translate between AMBA and Avalon.

AHB_DATAIDLE AVA_READ WAIT_RD DONE_RD WAIT_WR DONE_WR AVA_WR

Hsel=1 Hready=1 

Hwrite=1

Hsel=1 Hready=1 

Hwrite=0

Wait request =0
Wait request =0

reset

Hsel=0 or

 Hready=0

Wait request =1
Wait request =1

Figure 3.13: Finite state machine for wrapper

Following sub sections provide the details of all the state tran-
sitions of this finite state machine.

3.12.2 Idle state

After reset the wrapper module will be in this state. While in this
state the wrapper module will be waiting for the "hsel" and "hready"
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to become high. When they become high which means that the
wrapper module has been selected for some transaction by the
AMBA master then "hwrite" signal decides the next state transi-
tion from the "Idle" state. If "hwrite" is high the next state will be
"AHB-data" and if "hwrite" is low then then next state is "AVA-read".

3.12.3 AHB-DATA state

If the present state is "AHB-data then the next state will be "AVA-
WR" without any condition. This means that the wrapper module
will only stay in this state for one clock cycle. In this state the
wrapper module samples the input data from the AMBA bus mas-
ter side.

3.12.4 AVA-READ state

While in this state the wrapper module presents read cycle signals
to the Avalon bus slave. The wrapper module only stays in this
state for one cycle and the next state is "Wait-RD".

3.12.5 Wait-RD state

In this state the wrapper module waits for the wait request signal
from the slave to become low. If the wait request signal is low this
means that the read transfer has finished and read data is available
and the wrapper module makes a transition to the "Done-RD" state.

3.12.6 Done-RD state

In this state the wrapper module stays for one cycle only and sam-
ples the read data from Avalon slave side. After sampling the read
data the wrapper module makes transition to the Idle state.
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3.12.7 Wait-WR state

In this state the wrapper module waits for the wait request signal
to become low from the Avalon slave side. When the wait request
signal becomes low this means that the Avalon slave has sampled
the write data and wrapper module can make a transition to the
"Done-WR" state.

3.12.8 Done-WR state

In this state the wrapper module stays only for one cycle and then
makes a transition to the "Idle" state. This states marks the com-
pletion of the write cycle.

3.12.9 AVA-WR state

In this state the wrapper module presents the write cycle signals to
the Avalon slave and make a transition to the "Wait-WR" state. The
wrapper module only stays in this state for one cycle.

3.13 Explanation of the VHDL code of the
wrapper

First of all the interface of the wrapper module is defined by the
"entity", as shown in the code given below.

LIBRARY IEEE;
l ibrary gr l ib ;
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use gr l ib .amba. a l l ;
use gr l ib . stdl ib . a l l ;
use gr l ib . devices . a l l ;
use work . config . a l l ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

enti ty top_level_wrapper is
generic (

hindex : integer := 5;
haddr : integer := 16#eee#;
hmask : integer := 16# f f f #

) ;
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port (
−−clock and reset signals
clk : in std_logic ;
reset : in std_logic ;

−−AMBA side signals
ahbsi : in ahb_slv_in_type ;
ahbso : out ahb_slv_out_type ;

−−AVALON AHB side signals
avm_data_rd : in std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_data_wr : out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_address : out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_write : out std_logic ;
avm_read : out std_logic ;
avm_byteenable : out std_logic_vector (3 downto 0) ;
avm_waitrequest : in std_logic

) ;

The wrapper module has an AMBA interface and an Avalon in-
terface as identified in the code. The AMBA side interface has two
signals "ahbsi" and "ahbso" which are of slave input and output
"record type". This slave interface gets connected to the AMBA
AHB bus through as a slave interface.
The Avalon interface has Avalon master interface signals. In this
interface, signals "avm-data-rd" and "avm-data-wr" represent the
data read and data write signals respectively and each of them are
32-bits wide. Signal "avm-address" represents the address signal.
Read write operation is controlled by "avm-read" and "avm-write"
signals. The "avm-byteenable" signal shows which bytes on the
data read and data write signals are active. This signal helps to
select variable number of data widths. The "avm-waitrequest" sig-
nal is input from the Avalon slave side and this is used by the
slave in order to insert some wait states in any transfer. All signals
are of "std-logic" type. All of the signals except "avm-data-rd" and
"avm-waitrequest" are driven from master to the slave and these
two signals are driven from the slave side. More information about
the "record type" and "std-logic" types can be found in [23].

Following code will define the architecture of the wrapper mod-
ule. This part of the architecture actually defines the signals that
will be used within the architecture.
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architecture structural_top of top_level_wrapper is
−−signals
signal hsel_input , hready_input , hwrite_input ,

hwrite_input_nt : std_logic ;

−− datapath control signals

signal addr_AHB_en, data_AHB_en , data_rd_AVA_en :
std_logic ;

−− datapath signals

signal addr_AHB, data_AHB, data_rd_AVA :
std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

−−state reg is ter
type state_type is ( IDLE,AHB_DATA,AVA_WR,WAIT_STATE_WR,

DONE_WR,AVA_RD,WAIT_STATE_RD,DONE_RD) ;
signal next_state , pres_state : state_type ;

−−AHB plug and play configuration
constant VENDOR_CONTRIB : amba_vendor_type := 16#09#;
constant HCONFIG: ahb_config_type :=

(
0 => ahb_device_reg ( VENDOR_CONTRIB, 16#0e1

#, 0 , 0 , 0) ,
4 => ahb_membar( haddr , ’0 ’ , ’0 ’ , hmask) ,

others => zero32−−X"00000000"
) ;

It also defines the state registers that will be used to store the
present and next states of the wrapper module’s finite state ma-
chine. The constant "HCONFIG" is used to define the plug and
play information for this module. This information will be stored
in the AHB controller in a read only memory and any application
running on the Leon3 processor can read this information. The
HCONFIG constant defines contents of the "Identification register"
and the "bank address register" of the wrapper module’s plug and
play information. The "HCONFIG" constant is of type "ahb-config-
type". This type defines a vector of eight 32-bit registers. All of
the eight positions in this type correspond to same positions in the
wrapper’s plug and play information. Here in this code constant
"HCONFIG" only stores the values in "information register" and in
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"bank address register" at zero and fourth position of the wrapper’s
plug and play information. "HCONFIG" uses function "ahb-device-
reg" to store the device related information at position zero of the
plug and play information. This information represents the ven-
dor ID, device ID and information about the interrupt handling.
"HCONFIG" stores the bank address register information in the
bank address register at position four of the plug and play infor-
mation by using the "ahb-membar" function. The "ahb-mem-bar"
function stores the base address and the mask that are used to de-
code the memory mapped address of the wrapper module. "haddr"
are the 12 most significant bits of the memory mapped address of
the wrapper module while "hmask" is used to vary the number of
bits in "haddr" that are used to decode the memory mapped ad-
dress of this wrapper module. By varying the number of bits in
"haddr" the range of memory address that can be addressed inside
the wrapper module can be changed.

Following code shows input and output signals that are as-
signed different values.

−− Assigning di f f e rent values to AHB signals
ahbso . hresp <= "00" ; −−OKEY response from the slave
ahbso . hspl i t <= ( others => ’0 ’ ) ;
ahbso .hcache <= ’0 ’ ;
ahbso . hindex <= hindex ; −−driving hindex generic back on

the ahbso to the AHB control ler
ahbso . hconfig <= HCONFIG; −− Plug&play configuration
ahbso . hirq <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ; −− No interrupt l ine

used

−−Assigning inputs to wires to be used in the FSM control

hsel_input <= ahbsi . hsel ( hindex ) ;
hready_input <= ahbsi . hready ;
hwrite_input <= ahbsi . hwrite ;
hwrite_input_nt <= not ( ahbsi . hwrite ) ;

The ahbso vector has a set of output signals. "ahbso.hresp <=
"00";" assigns "OK" response to the response output which means
that when the signal "ahbso.hready" (which is a signal in ahbso
vector) becomes high read or write transfer completes. "ahbso.hsplit"
and "ahbso.hcache" are set to zero. "ahbso.hindex" assigns the in-
dex used by the wrapper module in the ahbso vector. "ahbso.hconfig
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<= HCONFIG" assigns the "HCONFIG" constant to the plug and play
configuration output signal. "ahbso.hirq <=(others =>’0’);" assigns
zero value to the interrupt output signal which means that wrapper
module is not using any of all 32 interrupt lines.

The "ahbsi" vector has a set of input signals. When the signal
"ahbsi.hsel(hindex)" becomes high it means that the wrapper mod-
ule has been selected for read or write transfer. When "ahbsi.hready"
becomes high this means that master module is ready for the read
and write transfer. If the signal "ahbsi.hwrite" is high during any
data transfer then it means a data write transfer by the AHB mas-
ter. On the other hand if it is low it shows a read transfer.

Following codes defines a process that is sensitive to inputs and
present state of the finite state machine of the wrapper module.

P0: process ( pres_state , hsel_input , hready_input ,
hwrite_input , hwrite_input_nt , avm_waitrequest )

begin
next_state <= pres_state ;
case pres_state is

when IDLE =>
i f ( hsel_input = ’1 ’ and hready_input = ’1 ’

and hwrite_input= ’1 ’ ) then

next_state <= AHB_DATA;

e l s i f ( hsel_input = ’1 ’ and hready_input = ’1 ’
and hwrite_input_nt = ’1 ’ ) then

next_state <= AVA_RD;
else

next_state <= IDLE;
end i f ;

when AHB_DATA =>
next_state <= AVA_WR ;

when AVA_WR =>
next_state <= WAIT_STATE_WR ;
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when WAIT_STATE_WR =>
i f ( avm_waitrequest = ’0 ’ ) then

next_state <= DONE_WR ;
else

next_state <= WAIT_STATE_WR ;
end i f ;

when DONE_WR =>
next_state <= IDLE;

when AVA_RD =>
next_state <= WAIT_STATE_RD ;

when WAIT_STATE_RD =>
i f ( avm_waitrequest = ’0 ’ ) then

next_state <= DONE_RD ;
else

next_state <= WAIT_STATE_RD ;
end i f ;

when DONE_RD =>
next_state <= IDLE;

end case ;
end process ;

This process actually defines a finite state machine that deter-
mines in which state the wrapper module will operate. The process
has a "case" statement that selects the present state of the wrapper
module.

The wrapper module remains in "IDLE" state as long as the
"hsel-input" signal and the "hready-input" signal remains low. When
both of them are high then depending upon "hwrite-input" signal
which specify the read or the write cycle the finite state machine
either makes a transition to the "AHB-DATA" or "AVA-RD" state.

The wrapper module also samples the address and the con-
trol information from the AMBA AHB side when it is in the "IDLE"
state and when both "hready-input", "hwrite-input" become high.
In "AHB-DATA" state the wrapper module samples the input data
from the AMBA AHB side. Wrapper module stays in "AHB-DATA"
for one cycle and then makes a transition to "AVA-WR" state. In
"AVA-WR" state the wrapper module presents the sampled address,
data and control information to the Avalon interface which initiates
the Avalon write cycle. The wrapper module remains in this state
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for one cycle and then makes a transition to the "WAIT-STATE-
WR". In "WAIT-STATE-WR" the wrapper module waits for the "avm-
waitrequest" signal to become zero and when it becomes zero the
wrapper module makes a transition to the "DONE-WR" state and
stays in this state for one cycle and then makes a transition to the
"IDLE" state.

In "AVA-RD" state the wrapper module presents the sampled ad-
dress and control information to the Avalon interface which initi-
ates the Avalon read cycle. The wrapper module remains in this
state for one cycle and then makes a transition to the "WAIT-
STATE-RD" state. In this sate the wrapper module waits for the
"avm-waitrequest" to become zero. When it becomes zero the wrap-
per module makes a transition to the "DONE-WR" state.

This following code defines the "pres-state" register whose value
is updated by the "next-state" value.

regs : process ( clk , reset )
begin

i f ( reset = ’0 ’ ) then −− asynchronous reset
pres_state <=IDLE;

e l s i f rising_edge ( clk ) then
pres_state <= next_state ;

end i f ;
end process ;

The register is defined by a process that is sensitive to the clock
and reset signals. If the reset is low then pres-state register gets
the "IDLE" state.

Following code also defines three registers "addr-AHB", "data-
AHB" and "data-rd-AVA". "addr-AHB" and data-AHB are used to
store the address and data from the AMBA AHB bus. While data-
rd-AVA" is used to store the data read from the Avalon bus.

P1: process ( clk , reset )
begin

i f ( reset = ’0 ’ ) then −− asynchronous reset

addr_AHB <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ;
data_AHB <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ;
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data_rd_AVA <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ;
e l s i f rising_edge ( clk ) then

i f ( addr_AHB_en = ’1 ’ ) then
addr_AHB (31 downto 20) <= ( others => ’0 ’ ) ;
addr_AHB (19 downto 0) <= ahbsi .haddr(19

downto 0) ;
end i f ;
i f ( data_AHB_en = ’1 ’ ) then

data_AHB (31 downto 0) <= ahbsi .hwdata(31
downto 0) ;

end i f ;
i f ( data_rd_AVA_en = ’1 ’ ) then

data_rd_AVA <= avm_data_rd ;
end i f ;

end i f ;
end process ;

3.14 Hardware architecture of the wrapper

After synthesis the VHDL code of the wrapper module produces the
following hardware.
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Figure 3.14: Synthesized hardware of wrapper

The hardware includes a finite state machine and registers for
the output signals. The address for the Avalon bus "Avm-address[31:0]"
is the output of a register which has "ahbsi.haddr[19:0]" as input.
The 12 most significant bits of the input [31:20]are forced to be
zero. The reason for this is that the input address to the wrap-
per module driven on "ahbsi.haddr[31:0]" is "0xeee00000". In this
address the 12 most significant bits namely "0xeee" represent the
base address of the wrapper module and least significant 20 bit
namely "0x00000" represent the offset inside the wrapper module
that is being addressed. In order to just only pass the offset of the
address part to the Avalon bus the 12 most significant bits of the
input address are forced to become zero. In addition to this the ad-
dress is sampled when the FSM is in Idle state and the "ahbsi.hsel"
and "ahbsi.hready" inputs are high which is evident from the hard-
ware where both "ahbsi.hsel" and "ahbsi.hready" form an enble sig-
nal that is input to an AND gate whose other input is Idle state sig-
nal from the FSM. The output of this AND gate becomes the enable
signal for the Avm-address register.
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The "avm-data-write[31:0]" register which is the write data input
to the Avalon bus gets the input from "ahbsi.hwdata[31:0]" which
is the input data signal to the wrapper module from the AMBA bus.
The enable signal for this register is "AHB Data state" output from
the FSM.

The "ahbso.hrdata[31:0]" is the read data signal and is input to
the AMBA bus. This signal gets its input from "avm-data-read[31:0]"
which is the data read form the Avalon bus. The enable signal for
this register is the comes from an AND gate. The output of this
AND gate becomes high when the "avm-wait-request" signal from
the Avalon bus becomes low and when the FSM is in "wait-state-
read".

The signal "hready" which is the output from the wrapper mod-
ule indicating the successful completion of a read or write transfer
becomes high if either of the "done-write-state" or "done-read-state"
signals become high.

The "avm-read" is the read operation select signal and is the in-
put to the Avalon bus from the wrapper module and it becomes
high if the wrapper module is in either "AVA-write" state or "Wait-
state-write".

The "avm-write" is the write operation select signal and is the
input to the Avalon bus from the wrapper module and it becomes
high if the wrapper module is in either "AVA-read" state or "Wait-
state-read".

3.15 Analysis and synthesis report of the
wrapper module

QuartusII [24] which is used in order to synthesize the wrapper
module produces the following report.

1. Family: StratixIII
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2. Device: EP3SL150F1152C2

3. Combinational ALUTs : 4,262

4. Dedicated logic registers: 2,490

5. Total registers: 2,490

6. Total block memory bits: 1,097,728

7. Total pins: 127

8. Total PLLs: 1

3.16 Recognition of AMBA to Avalon wrap-
per in the GRLIB

As explained in the section 3.13 that the constant "HCONFIG" is
used to transfer the plug and play information of the wrapper de-
sign to the AHB bus controller. This plug and play information
contains the information about the device ID, vendor ID, base ad-
dress of the wrapper module and mask bits that are used to change
the range of the base address of the wrapper module. This infor-
mation is used to recognize the wrapper module in the Grlib. The
wrapper module is added as a component in the Grlib by adding
the file containing the wrapper module entity in in any of the direc-
tories that will be scanned by the Grlib scripts. More information
of about adding the wrapper module in the Grlib as component can
be found in [18].

After adding the wrapper module in the Grlib as a component
the next step is to add the wrapper module in the top level design
entity.

3.17 Instantiation of wrapper module in
the top level deign entity

Wrapper module is instantiated in the top level design entity "leon3mp.vhd"
and connected to the AMBA AHB bus as slave in the top level de-
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sign entity by the following code.

component top_level_wrapper is
generic (

hindex : integer := 5;
haddr : integer := 16#eee#;
hmask : integer := 16# f f f #

) ;

port (
−−clock and reset signals

clk : in std_logic ;
reset : in std_logic ;

−−AMBA side signals
ahbsi : in ahb_slv_in_type ; −−ahb slave record

input type
ahbso : out ahb_slv_out_type ;

−−AVALON AHB
avm_data_rd : in std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_data_wr : out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_address : out std_logic_vector (31 downto0 ) ;
avm_write : out std_logic ;
avm_read : out std_logic ;
avm_byteenable : out std_logic_vector (3 downto 0) ;
avm_waitrequest : in std_logic

) ;
end component top_level_wrapper ;

begin
WRP: top_level_wrapper generic map ( hindex =>5, haddr => 16#

eee#, hmask => 16# f f f #)

port map ( clkm,
rstn ,

ahbsi ,
ahbso (5 ) ,−− f i f t h l ine in the ahbso vector

−−AVALON AHB
avm_data_rd ,
avm_data_wr ,
avm_address ,
avm_write ,
avm_read ,
avm_byteenable ,
avm_waitrequest

) ;
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This code instantiate the wrapper module as a component in the
top level design entity. Then this component is connected to the
AMBA AHB and to the Avalon bus using the port map generic map
statements. Generic map statement maps the "hindex", "haddr"
and "hmask" generics with appropriate values.

3.18 Block diagram of the Leon3 SPARC
system with wrapper integrated in it

Block diagram of Leon3 SPARC V8 system with integrated wrapper
module in it is shown below,
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ahbsoahbsi ahbsoahbsiahbmi ahbmo ahbmoahbmi

Figure 3.15: Block diagram of wrapper module integrated in Leon3
SPARC system

The block diagram shows that the wrapper module is connected
at address "0xeee00000 to 0xeef00000" with base address of the
wrapper module at "0xeee00000". There is also on chip RAM at
"0x40000000" and on chip ROM connected at "0x00000000". Leon3
processor uses the on chip memory RAM and ROM in order to run
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a standalone application.

3.19 Running Leon3 SPARC from on chip
AHBROM for standalone FPGA appli-
cation

In order to run the Leon3 SPARC from on chip memory following
steps are followed.

3.19.1 Compiling code using BCC cross compiler
for Leon3 SPARC

First of all the code to be run from the on chip ROM is compiled
using the BCC cross-compiler. The BCC is cross compiler and is
based upon Newlib standalone C-library and GNU compiler[25].
More details about BCC can be found at [25]. The code is compiled
using following statement,

sparc-elf-gcc -msoft-float -c -O2 ab.c.

3.19.2 Making PROM image using MKPROM

Then the out file is converted in to PROM image using the following
MKPROM statement.

mkprom2 -v -msoft-float -freq 50 -ramsize 64 ab.o -rstaddr 0x00000000
-nocomp -romwidth 32 -entry 0x00000000.

3.19.3 Replacing AHBROM.VHD with Altera gener-
ated ROM using Mega Plug-in manager of
Quartus

The next step is to replace the AHBROM.vhd file of the template
design with a new AHBROM.vhd file that will contain the code of
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from the PROM out file. This is accomplished using following make
utility of Grlib.

make ahbrom.vhd FILE=PROM.out
Then after synthesis the this AHBROM.vhd is again replaced by

the Altera Quartus generated ROM file. This is done by instantiat-
ing the Altera Quartus ROM inside the AHBROM.vhd. The Altera
Quartus ROM is then initialized by a memory initialization file (.mif)
file which contains the code copied from the AHBROM.vhd.

Instantiation of the Altera Quartus ROM inside the AHBROM.vhd
is shown in the following code.

−−Instantiating Quartus ROM

component AHBROMQuartus IS
PORT
(

address : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (13 downto 0) ;−−(12
DOWNTO 0) ;

clock : IN STD_LOGIC := ’1 ’ ;
q : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 DOWNTO 0)

) ;
END component AHBROMQuartus;

Port mapping of the Altera Quartus ROM inside the AHBROM.vhd
is shown in the following code.

QROM: AHBROMQuartus
PORT MAP
(

ahbsi .haddr ( abits−1 downto 2) ,
clk ,
romdata

) ;

3.20 Making Leon3 SPARC system as a SOPC
component (Avalon master)

Next step towards the integration of the Leon3 system in to the ho-
mogeneous (2x2) network on chip is to make a SOPC component
(Avalon master) from the Leon3 system. This is accomplished by
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using the SOPC builder provided in the Altera Quartus [26].

The SOPC builder is used to make systems that use Avalon bus
as interconnect and with a number of bus masters and bus slaves
connected to it. SOPC builder has library of available components
that can be used in order to make the system. But there is also a
provision of making new components by using custom made HDL
files for a particular component. By using this feature of SOPC
builder the Leon3 system with integrated wrapper module can be
integrated in to the SOPC system library. Since one of the inter-
faces of the wrapper module is Avalon master, so the Leon3 system
with integrated wrapper can be integrated in the SOPC builder li-
brary as a SOPC master component.

In order to make the SOPC master component from Leon3 sys-
tem the custom component editor is used. In custom component
editor all of the HDL files of the Leon3 system are included in order
to make the new SOPC component. This SOPC component has the
same interface which the top level design entity in the Leon3 sys-
tem has. Since one of the interfaces of the top level design entity in
Leon3 system has Avalon master interface so the SOPC component
has Avalon master interface.

Following diagram show the SOPC component made from the
Leon3 system with integrated wrapper.

Leon3 system with integrated wrapper 

(SOPC component)

clk

reset

conduit

Avalon master 

interface

Figure 3.16: Leon3 system with integrated wrapper as a SOPC
component

Following figure shows the SOPC system generated by using
Leon3 SOPC master component. This figure shows the resource
to network interface of the homogeneous (2x2) network on chip
connected to the Avalon bus as Avalon slave.
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Figure 3.17: Leon3 system with integrated wrapper connected as
master to Avalon Bus

For testing the working of SOPC system an on chip memory was
connected in place of RNI in the above mentioned system and then
the testing of this SOPC system was done by running a test pro-
gram from the Leon3 that addresses this on chip memory by using
the pointer that point to the addresses in the on chip memory.

3.21 Generating heterogeneous network on
chip using NOC generator

Complete heterogeneous network incorporating one Leon3 SPARC
processor and three NiosII/S processors is generated by the NOC
generator [27]which uses an XML configuration file to generate this
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heterogeneous network. More information about the NOC genera-
tor can be found in [27] and [28].

3.22 FPGA utilization details for complete
heterogeneous NOC

The synthesis report of the complete heterogeneous network on
chip gives the following synthesis report.

1. Family :Stratix III

2. Combinational ALUTs : 8,755

3. Dedicated logic registers : 6,270

4. Total registers : 6270

5. Total pins : 146

6. Total block memory bits : 2,809,472

7. DSP block 18-bit elements: 12

8. Total PLLs : 1

3.23 Accessing resource to network inter-
face from Leon3 SPARC

In order to communicate with the resource to network interface the
Leon3 SPARC V8 has to receive a synchronization signal from the
network. When the Leon3 has received this signal this means that
the Leon3 is synchronized with the network and can communicate
with it. The synchronization signal "sync" is received by using the
following code.

void sync_receive ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗sync_reg )
{

long int sync=0;
while ( sync==0)
{

sync=∗sync_reg ;
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}
}

This code continuously polls the synchronization flag "sync-reg" in
the resource to network interface which points at "0xeee2000c"

If a non zero value is found at this address this means that
synchronization signal has been received and Leon3 can continue
with read and write operation with resource to network interface.
After all of the read and write operations have been completed the
synchronization flag will be cleared by using the following code.

void sync_clear ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗sync_reg )
{

∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;

}

To send a start signal to the NiosII/S processors Leon3 writes
value "0xffffffff" to the outbox memory of the resource to network
interface and then issues a send command. The resource to net-
work interface send memory is at address "0xeee28000" and the
send command is register is at address "0xeee20000" which is also
the base address of the resource to network interface. Complete
details of the resource to network interface memory map can be
found at [13].

Sending the start signal from Leon3 is done by the following
code where the "send-bf" points to the address "0xeee28000" and
"send-reg" points to the address "0xeee20000".

void start_calc ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e
long int ∗send_rg )

{
∗send_bf=( long int ) (0 x f f f f f f f f ) ;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}

After the start signal has been sent to the NiosII/S, Leon3 can
start to send the data to the NiosII/S processor. This is done by
the code given below. In this code send-bf points to "0xeee28000"
and "send-reg" points to the "0xeee20000". The send command is
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"0x00000081". This command will send only one word. If multi-
ple words are supposed to be send from the Leon3 then all of the
words are written to the resource to network interface send mem-
ory by incrementing the "send-bf" pointer and then writing to the
incremented address. Then in order to send all of the words the
send command is "0x00000080+the number of words to be sent".

void send_data ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e
long int ∗send_rg , long int x )

{
∗send_bf=( long int ) x ;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}

When the NiosII/S processor has finished the calculations it will
send a results available signal to the Leon3 processor and this is
received by using the following code.
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long int results_avai lable ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{
long int result ;
i f ( ( result =( long int ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ) ==0xaaaaaaaa )
{

return 0x00000001;
}
else
return 0x00000000;

}

The value "0xaaaaaaaa" is a flag that represents that the re-
sults available signal. The pointer "recv-buffer" points to the re-
source to network interface’s receive memory which is at address
"0xeee30000".

After receiving the results available signal the results are re-
ceived from the resource to network interface’s receive memory us-
ing the following code.

long int receive_data ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{
return ( ( long int ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ) ;

}

This code receives one word at one time and multiple number of
words can be received by calling this function in a loop.

Note that the send memory is at address "0xeee28000" which
is connected to "send channel-1" which will send the data to the
NiosII/S connected to the node 1. In order to send the data to
other NiosII/S processors at node 2 and node 3 the send memory
addresses "0xeee28100" and "0xeee28200" are used respectively.

Similarly, the receive memory at address "0xeee30000" is will re-
ceive the data from the NiosII/S processor at node 1. For receiving
the data from node 2 ans node 3 "0xeee30100" and "0xeee30200"
are used respectively.
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Chapter 4

Running applications on
heterogeneous network on
chip

In order to investigate the performance gains achieved by the het-
erogeneous network on chip, three applications including "Sparse
LU factorization", "calculation of Fibonacci numbers" and "nqueens"
were run on this heterogeneous network on chip in parallel in or-
der to note the speed up achieved by this architecture. The serial
code for these applications is taken from "Barcelona OpenMP task
suit (BOTS)[29]. The code for these applications is available as open
source at the BOTS website[29]. The serial code of these applica-
tions was converted in to parallel code which has tasks that can run
in parallel on different cores. This chapter explains the algorithms
for the parallel versions of these applications and the scheme that
was used to schedule different tasks on different cores in parallel.

4.1 Sparse LU factorization

SPARSE LU FACTORIZATION computes the LU factorization of a
sparse matrix - a matrix with most number of zeros in it. More

information about sparse LU factorization can be found at [30].

In order to exploit the true potential of the heterogeneous net-
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work on chip, the serial version of the code for Sparse LU factor-
ization has been divided in to a number of tasks that can run in
parallel on all cores of the heterogeneous network on chip. The se-
rial code of the Sparse LU has been taken from Barcelona OpenMP
task suit[29] where it is available as open source.

The serial version of the sparse LU factorization has four func-
tions (lu0, fwd, bdiv and bmod) that operate on different block sizes
of a main matrix. Function "lu0" always run in serial but other
three functions "fwd", "bdiv" and "bmod" are called from inside a
"for loop". All of the iterations of this loop provide different blocks
of data to these functions to operate upon. There is no data depen-
dency among different iterations of "for loop". So all of the possible
calls to these functions inside the loop can be made independent
tasks that can run in parallel on different cores on the heteroge-
neous network. Details of all of these functions can be found in the
sparse LU factorization code given in appendix.

The main code for the sparse LU factorization is run on Leon3
SPARC and the tasks that are generated from this code are sched-
uled on the three NiosII/S cores available at the other three nodes
of the (2x2) network. To allocate a task that has been generated
inside a "for loop" iteration, to a NiosII/S core first of all a start
calculation signal is sent from the Leon3 SPARC processor to that
particular NiosII/S processor. Then the task is to be scheduled the
the NiosII/S processor is sent to that particular NiosII/S. After this
memory is allocated at the NiosII/S which is equal in size to the
size of the data that will be send to NiosII/S. If the memory alloca-
tion is successful on the NiosII/S then the data to be used by the
task is send to NiosII/S. After sending the data, Leon3 processor
checks the results from all of the other NiosII/S processors. This
is done in order to check if any of the results are available from the
previous scheduling of the tasks. When a result from a particular
task is available it is integrated with the other results from other
tasks that of the same function. The flow chart of the parallel ver-
sion of the sparse LU factorization is given below.
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart of Sparse LU (executed on Leon3 SPARC)
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As shown in the flow chart the main loop starts by initializ-
ing a loop counter followed by this is the serial execution of "lu0"
function. Then the loop for the "fwd" function initializes the loop
counter and then it checks that if the a block of data that will be
used in the calculation of "fwd" function is NULL or not. If it is not
NULL then "fwd" is executed either on Leon3 or on any of the three
NiosII/S processors. To allocate the "fwd" task for this iteration of
the loop for "fwd" function, Leon3 first checks the status flag of all
of the NiosII/S processors. If all of them are busy with their pre-
viously assigned tasks then this task is scheduled on Leon3 but if
any of the NiosII/S processors are available then this task is sched-
uled on that NiosII/S processor.

To schedule a task on the NiosII/S processor, first thing is to
know which one is available. Since all three NiosII/S processors
are connected on different nodes of the network, so they are ac-
cessed through different channels. Each channel has its own offset
value that is added to the send memory and receive memory base
addresses. So by knowing which NiosII/S is available the appro-
priate channel offset of that NiosII/S node can be found and added
to the base address of the send and receive memory of resource to
network interface.

Next step in scheduling a task on the NiosII/S processor is to re-
ceive synchronization signal from the network. This synchroniza-
tion signal means that the Leon3 can now start communicating
with the network. After this the Leon3 sends the start calculations
signal, task to execute, "bots-arg-size-1" parameter for this task,
size of data that will be sent to the NiosII/S and allocate memory
signal to the NiosII/S.

Upon receiving all of this information from Leon3 processor the
NiosII/S processor allocates the memory equal to the size of the
data received. If the memory allocation is not successful then it
sends a memory allocation not successful signal to the Leon3 pro-
cessor. If Leon3 receives a memory allocation not successful signal
it schedules the task on itself. But if memory allocation is success-
ful then the Leon3 sends the task data to the NiosII/S processor
and sets its status as busy. The status of all the NiosII/S proces-
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sors is kept as a structure that has information about the index of
the loop for which the task was assigned to a NiosII/S processor.
This index is used to put the result back into the block in which the
result of that task was supposed to be placed. The status struc-
ture also has the process (node) information that has the NiosII/S
processor.

After this the Leon3 processor checks that if any result is avail-
able from any of the NiosII/S nodes. If any one has some results
then the results are received and the status of the particular NiosI-
I/S processor is set as available.

The algorithm for running "Fwd", "BDIV" and "BMOD" on NiosI-
I/S processor is shown in figure 4.2. As shown in the figure 4.2,
the NiosII/S processor always checks for the start calculation com-
mand from the Leon3 processor. As soon as it receives the start cal-
culation command it checks the task which has been assigned by
the Leon3 processor. After selecting the task the NiosII/S proces-
sor receives the size of data for which the memory will be allocated.
NiosII/S then allocates the memory and if the memory allocation
was not successful then NiosII/S sends the memory allocation not
successful signal to the Leon3. If the memory allocation is suc-
cessful then the NiosII/S processor receives the matrix block data
for the task from Leon3 and executes the assigned task and sends
back the results available signal to the Leon3 processor followed by
the results. The last step is release the allocated memory.

In figure 4.2, only the task execution steps of "fwd" are shown
the task execution steps of "BDIV" and "BMOD" are exactly the
same and are not shown here.
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Figure 4.3: Flow chart of tasks of nqueens (executed on Leon3)
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4.2 nqueens

The serial code of nqueens has been obtained from the Barcelona
OpenMP task suit (BOTS)[29] and has been modified in order to
run several tasks in parallel on different cores. This code finds
the positions for n different queens on in an array (board) so that
they do not attack each other. The serial code starts by allocating
a temporary array and copying an array of n queens positions in
it. Then this array is checked for all possible arrangements of the
queens so that they do not attack each other. The serial code calls
"nqueens" function recursively in order to determine all the possi-
ble solutions. There can be more than one solutions for a particular
number of queens. Each recursive call to "nqueens" function keeps
a count of the number of solutions it has got. And then finally all
of the solutions are added up to find total number of solutions.

In order to run this application in parallel the recursive calls to
the "nqueens" function is scheduled on different cores so that all
of those recursive calls to "nqueens" function can run in parallel.

The algorithm for executing "nqueens" function on Leon3 which
will generate tasks to be run in parallel is shown in figure 4.3. The
execution starts by initializing a loop counter and then allocating
a memory space and copying the array of nqueens positions in it.
After this the algorithm determines that if there is any conflict of
positions of queens in the nqueens array. If there is a conflict then
the loop counter is incremented for the next iteration and next it-
eration begins. And if there are no conflicts then the "nqueens"
function is called again recursively.

This recursive call of the nqueens function can be scheduled on
any of the available NiosII/S processors. Recursive call of nqueens
function is scheduled on NiosII/S processor. First step in it is to
add the appropriate channel offset to the send buffer to make it to
point at the required send channel of the available NiosII/S pro-
cessor.

Next step is to receive synchronization signal from the network
and send start calculation signal and data for task to the NiosII/S
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processor. After sending the data, Leon3 updates the status of this
particular NiosII/S processor as busy.

Next step is to check if any of the NiosII/S processors have avail-
able results. If so then those results are received and the status of
that NiosII/S from which the results have been received is updated
as available.

After the completion of all of the iterations of the loop the re-
maining results are collected from all of the NiosII/S processors
and all of the results are added up to know the final count of solu-
tions.
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Figure 4.4: Flow chart of task of nqueens (executed on NiosII/S)

The algorithm for nqueens at NiosII/S side waits for the start
calculation signal to be received from the Leon3 processor by polling
the receive memory of the resource to network interface of the net-
work. If the start calculation signal has been received then the
NiosII/S reads the receive memory for the data for the task. Af-
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ter reading the data, the "nqueens" function is executed on the
NiosII/S. NiosII/S sends the result back to the Leon3 along with
the results available signal after completion of the execution of
the "nqueens" function. The code for nqueens both for Leon3 and
NiosII/S is given in the Appendix.

4.3 Fibonacci numbers

The serial code to calculate the fibonacci numbers has been taken
from Barcelona OpenMP task suit[29]. The serial code recursively
calls itself to calculate the fibonacci number of the input number.
At each call to the function to calculate the fibonacci numbers there
are two independent tasks generated that can be scheduled on any
available NiosII/S or on the Leon3.

The algorithm for the fibonacci numbers calculation for Leon3
processor is shown in figure 4.5. The execution starts by checking
that if the input number is less than two or not. If it is then the
input number is returned. Otherwise the control of execution of
the fibonacci numbers proceeds and check the availability of all of
the NiosII/S processors. If any of them is available then the chan-
nel offset of that particular NiosII/S processor is added to the base
address of the sending memory to point to that particular channel
for that particular NiosII/S. Next step is to receive synchronization
signal from the network and send the input number minus two to
the NiosII/S processor. Then the status of that particular NiosII/S
processor is changed to be busy. Then results available flag from
all of the NiosII/S processors is checked if any of the NiosII/S pro-
cessors has results the they are received from that NiosII/S. After
this the synchronization flag is cleared and function for fibonacci
numbers is recursively called with input number minus one as the
argument. When all of the recursive calls to the function for the fi-
bonacci numbers are returned and results from all of the NiosII/S
have been read then function for fibonacci numbers returns with
the final result.

Figure 4.6 shows the algorithm for the task that will be run by
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the NiosII/S processor. The NiosII/S processor polls for the start
calculation signal and if this signal is available then the proces-
sors reads the data from the receive memory and then calculates
the result by recursively calling the fibonacci number calculating
function.
Complete code for calculating fibonacci numbers that will run both
on Leon3 and NiosII/S is given in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart of tasks of Fibonacci number calculation
(executed on Leon3)
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Chapter 5

Results and conclusions

This chapter presents the results obtained by running sparse LU fac-
torization, calculation of fibonacci numbers and nqeens problem on
heterogeneous network on chip. As discussed in the previous chap-
ter, in order to exploit the parallel tasks present in these applications,
all of these applications were divided in to parallel tasks.These tasks
were made to run on different cores of the heterogeneous network on
chip in parallel. This chapter actually discusses the effect on exe-
cution times of these applications when these applications are run
in parallel on different number of cores with increasing size of input
data.
Finally, conclusions are drawn based upon the speed up that is
achieved by the parallel versions of these applications when com-
pared with the serial version of these applications.

5.1 Results of sparse LU factorization

AS mentioned in the previous chapter that the parallel version
of code for LU factorization generates a lot of tasks that can

run in parallel on different cores. So this parallel version of LU
factorization was run on the heterogeneous network on Leon3 pro-
cessor which generates and schedules a lot of tasks on the NiosI-
I/S processors. The execution time for sparse LU factorization was
measured for different matrix sizes and for different block sizes.
The block sizes that were tested included (2x2) and (3x3). Because
of the small size of the on chip RAM i.e., only 64 KByte which is
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5.1 Results of sparse LU factorization 81

used to run the programs,it was not able to increase the block size
beyond (3x3).

The results of the execution time of the sparse LU factorization
were recorded for different number of cores including Leon3 only,
one Leon3 and one NiosII/S and one Leon3 and two NiosII/s.

The variation of the execution time by varying size of input ma-
trix for block size of (2x2) for Leon3 only running the code serially
is shown in following graph.
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This graph shows a trend of increase in execution time with
increase of size of input matrix for fixed block size of (2x2). The
variation of execution time for one Leon3 core and one NiosII/S
core for different sizes of input matrix sizes with fixed block size of
(2x2) is given in the following graph.
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This graph shows a trend of increased execution time as com-
pared to the same variation of input data on the Leon3 only core.
This means that the execution time has actually increase as com-
pared to the case when Leon3 was executing the code serially. By
adding one more core of NiosII/S processor to the execution which
means one Leon3 anbd two NiosII/S processors are used the fol-
lowing graph is obtained.
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This graphs also shows a trend of increase execution time as com-
pared to the case in which Leon3 only is running the LU factoriza-
tion serially.

In order to show the speed up calculations a point at matrix size
of (400) elements has been selected. The speed up graph is given
below for block size of (2x2).
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5.1.1 Conclusions

The graph for the speed up shows that there is no speed up achieved
by adding more cores to the execution. The best case is still the one
in which the Leon3 executes the code serially. So the scheme to di-
vide the code in to a number of independent tasks and running
them in parallel on different core has not worked in this case. The
reason for this is that for each task the Leon3 has to send data
to the NiosII/S and since the block size is limited due to the lim-
ited size (64KByte)of the on chip RAM that is used to execute the
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programs so to send many small block to the NiosII/S cores takes
more. This domination of communication time of small block in-
creases the overall execution time of the parallel code as compared
to its serial counterpart. So if the memory size is small and block
size upon which sparse LU factorization operates is small then by
adding cores in parallel and running independent tasks on it in
parallel only exacerbates the situation and increases the overall
execution time.

5.1.2 Sparse LU factorization with block size of (3x3)

One more option tested is to increase the block size to (3x3) to test
that can this help to decrease the execution time. The serial execu-
tion time of sparse LU factorization on Leon3 only plotted against
the size of input matrix is given below for block size of (3x3).
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The graph shows a trend of increase in execution time with in-
crease in the input matrix size. The variation in the execution time
with size of input matrix for a block size of (3x3) for one Leon3 and
one NiosII/S is shown below.
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Again this graph shows that the execution time has increased as
compared to the serial execution. Same reason of limited block
size is applicable here as well. Now by adding one more core to this
block size we get following results for one Leon3 and two NiosII/S
cores with block size of (3x3).
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The speed up graph in this case for matrix size 256 is given in fol-
lowing graph.
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This again shows that by adding more cores the execution time
is not improving as compared to the serial version. The reason is
the domination of the communication time for small block size. If
it would have been possible to connect off chip DDR RAM to the
Leon3 processor then it would have been possible to execute the
sparse LU for bigger size of the block which can result in improve-
ment of the execution time as compared to the serial version of the
sparse LU factorization.

5.2 Results of nqueens application

The variation of the execution time for different input sizes in case
of nqueens application is plotted in the following graph for serial
execution with Leon3 only.
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This graph show a trend of increase in execution time with increase
of the size parameter. By adding one NiosII/S core in the execu-
tion and running tasks in parallel on Leon3 and NiosII/S following
graph has been obtained.
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This shows that in this case when the application has been divided
in to parallel tasks and they are run in parallel on both Leon3 and
NiosII/S cores then there is a decrease in execution time of the
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application. By adding one more NiosII/S processor to the execu-
tion of the nqueens application the number of tasks that run in
parallel has increased and this has resulted in even more decrease
in execution time of the application. This is evident in the follow-
ing graph which shows the variation of the execution time of the
nqueens application when one Leon3 and two NiosII/S processors
are used to run the nqueens application in parallel.
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The speed up obtained by adding cores to the serial execution of
the nqueens application is shown in the following graph. The speed
up has been calculated for size parameter equal to 7.
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5.3 Results of Fibonacci numbers calcula-
tion

The variation of the execution time for fibonacci number calcu-
lation for different input number sizes is plotted in the following
graph for serial execution with Leon3 only.
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This graph shows an increase in execution time with increase in
size of input numbers. By adding one NiosII/S core to the the exe-
cution time varies as follows,
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This graph clearly shows that by adding one more core to the serial
execution of the fibonacci numbers calculation the execution time
has actually improved. The execution times of fibonacci numbers
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calculation application with one Leon3 and two NiosII/S proces-
sors is plotted in the following graph.
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Again this graph shows that by adding one more core there is im-
provement in the execution time. This means that execution time
has improved by scheduling different tasks on different cores in
parallel. The graph for speed up plotted against different number
of cores is given below. The speed up has been calculated for input
number 33.
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This graph shows that there is a maximum speed up of 2.974.

NOTE: The speed up achieved both in the case of "nqueens"
and "fibonacci numbers" can be improved if the NiosII/F cores are
used in place of NiosII/S cores. Since NiosII/F has been designed to
deliver high performance and NiosII/S has been designed to reduce
the size of the core with some performance compromise [14],[31].
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Appendix A

VHDL Code for wrapper
module

This appedix has the complete VHDL code used for the wrapper de-
sign.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−Wrapper design using FSM ( with separate DP and output

log ic )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LIBRARY IEEE;
l ibrary gr l ib ;
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use gr l ib .amba. a l l ;
use gr l ib . stdl ib . a l l ;
use gr l ib . devices . a l l ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
use work . config . a l l ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

enti ty top_level_wrapper is
generic (

hindex : integer := 5;
haddr : integer := 16#eee#;
hmask : integer := 16# f f f #

) ;

port (
−−clock and reset signals
clk : in std_logic ;
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reset : in std_logic ;
−−AMBA side signals

ahbsi : in ahb_slv_in_type ; −−ahb slave record
input type

ahbso : out ahb_slv_out_type ;

−−AVALON AHB
avm_data_rd : in std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_data_wr : out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_address : out std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;
avm_write : out std_logic ;
avm_read : out std_logic ;
avm_byteenable : out std_logic_vector (3 downto 0) ;
−−avm_chipselect : out std_logic ;
avm_waitrequest : in std_logic

) ;

end top_level_wrapper ;

architecture structural_top of top_level_wrapper is

−−signals
signal hsel_input , hready_input , hwrite_input ,

hwrite_input_nt : std_logic ;

−− datapath control signals
signal addr_AHB_en, data_AHB_en , data_rd_AVA_en :

std_logic ;

−− datapath signals
signal addr_AHB, data_AHB, data_rd_AVA :

std_logic_vector (31 downto 0) ;

−−state reg is ter
type state_type is ( IDLE,AHB_DATA,AVA_WR,WAIT_STATE_WR,

DONE_WR,AVA_RD,WAIT_STATE_RD,DONE_RD) ;
signal next_state , pres_state : state_type ;

−−AHB plug and play configuration
constant VENDOR_CONTRIB : amba_vendor_type := 16#09#;

constant HCONFIG: ahb_config_type := (
0 => ahb_device_reg ( VENDOR_CONTRIB, 16#0e1#, 0 , 0 ,

0) ,
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4 => ahb_membar( haddr , ’0 ’ , ’0 ’ , hmask) , others =>
zero32−−X"00000000"

) ;
begin
−− Assigning di f f e rent values to AHB signals

ahbso . hresp <= "00" ; −−OKEY response from the slave
ahbso . hspl i t <= ( others => ’0 ’ ) ;

ahbso .hcache <= ’0 ’ ;
ahbso . hindex <= hindex ; −−driving hindex generic back

on the ahbso to the AHB control ler
ahbso . hconfig <= HCONFIG; −− Plug&play configuration

ahbso . hirq <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ; −− No interrupt l ine used

−−Assigning inputs to wires to be used in the FSM control

hsel_input <= ahbsi . hsel ( hindex ) ;
hready_input <= ahbsi . hready ;
hwrite_input <= ahbsi . hwrite ;
hwrite_input_nt <= not ( ahbsi . hwrite ) ;

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− Next state log ic
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

P0: process ( pres_state , hsel_input , hready_input ,
hwrite_input , hwrite_input_nt , avm_waitrequest )

begin
next_state <= pres_state ;
case pres_state is

when IDLE =>
i f ( hsel_input = ’1 ’ and hready_input = ’1 ’ and

hwrite_input= ’1 ’ ) then

next_state <= AHB_DATA;

e l s i f ( hsel_input = ’1 ’ and hready_input = ’1 ’ and
hwrite_input_nt = ’1 ’ ) then

next_state <= AVA_RD;
else

next_state <= IDLE;
end i f ;

when AHB_DATA =>
next_state <= AVA_WR ;

when AVA_WR =>
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next_state <= WAIT_STATE_WR ;

when WAIT_STATE_WR =>
i f ( avm_waitrequest = ’0 ’ ) then

next_state <= DONE_WR ;
else

next_state <= WAIT_STATE_WR ;
end i f ;

when DONE_WR =>
next_state <= IDLE;

when AVA_RD =>
next_state <= WAIT_STATE_RD ;

when WAIT_STATE_RD =>
i f ( avm_waitrequest = ’0 ’ ) then

next_state <= DONE_RD ;
else

next_state <= WAIT_STATE_RD ;
end i f ;

when DONE_RD =>
next_state <= IDLE;

end case ;
end process ;

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− process for state reg is ter
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
regs : process ( clk , reset )
begin

i f ( reset = ’0 ’ ) then−− asynchronous reset
pres_state <=IDLE;

e l s i f rising_edge ( clk ) then
pres_state <= next_state ;

end i f ;
end process ;

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

−− output log ic and input sample log ic
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

avm_write <= ’1 ’ when ( ( pres_state = AVA_WR) or (
pres_state = WAIT_STATE_WR) ) else ’ 0 ’ ;

avm_read <= ’1 ’ when ( ( pres_state = AVA_RD) or (
pres_state = WAIT_STATE_RD) ) else ’ 0 ’ ;
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ahbso . hready <= ’1 ’ when ( ( pres_state = DONE_WR) or (
pres_state = DONE_RD) ) else ’ 0 ’ ;

addr_AHB_en <= ’1 ’ when ( ( pres_state = IDLE) and (
hsel_input = ’1 ’ and hready_input = ’1 ’ ) ) e lse ’0 ’ ;

data_AHB_en <= ’1 ’ when ( pres_state = AHB_DATA)
else ’0 ’ ;

data_rd_AVA_en <= ’1 ’ when ( pres_state = WAIT_STATE_RD)
and ( avm_waitrequest = ’0 ’ ) else ’0 ’ ;

avm_byteenable <= ( others = > ’1 ’ ) ;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− datapath
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

P1: process ( clk , reset )
begin

i f ( reset = ’0 ’ ) then −− asynchronous reset

addr_AHB <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ;
data_AHB <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ;
data_rd_AVA <= ( others = > ’0 ’ ) ;

e l s i f rising_edge ( clk ) then

i f ( addr_AHB_en = ’1 ’ ) then

addr_AHB (31 downto 20) <= ( others => ’0 ’ ) ;
addr_AHB (19 downto 0) <= ahbsi .haddr(19

downto 0) ;
end i f ;

i f ( data_AHB_en = ’1 ’ ) then

data_AHB (31 downto 0) <= ahbsi .hwdata(31
downto 0) ;

end i f ;

i f ( data_rd_AVA_en = ’1 ’ ) then

data_rd_AVA <= avm_data_rd ;
end i f ;

end i f ;
end process ;

avm_address <= addr_AHB;
avm_data_wr <= data_AHB;
ahbso . hrdata <= ahbdrivedata ( data_rd_AVA ) ;

end architecture ;
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Appendix B

Code for sparse LU
factorization for Leon3
processor

This chapter gives the code for sparse LU factorization for the Leon3
processor. Note that this code is meant to be used when all the three
NiosII/S cores are active in the heterogeneous network.

#include <stdio .h>
#include <stdint .h>
#include <stdl ib .h>
#include <string .h>
#include <math.h>
#include " bots .h"
#include <time .h>
#include " sparselu .h"
#define bots_arg_size_1 2
#define bots_arg_size 12

//Note that the def in i t ion of the functions provided
//by the Barcelona openmp task suit are not given here .

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Functions for fwd task

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
// Send data
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void send_data_fwd ( vo l a t i l e f l oa t ∗send_bf_sd , vo l a t i l e long

int ∗send_rg_sd , f l oa t ∗BENCH_diag_sd, f l oa t ∗BENCH_col_sd
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)
{

int counter=0x0 ,
DATA_INDEX,DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1,DATA_INDEX_1,
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2,DATA_INDEX_INNER_2,
DATA_INDEX_2,DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3;

f l oa t diag , col ;
long int sync=0;

//WRITING DIAGONAL ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY
for (DATA_INDEX=0;DATA_INDEX<bots_arg_size_1 ;

DATA_INDEX=DATA_INDEX+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1=0;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=1+DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1)

{
diag =∗ (BENCH_diag_sd+ ( (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1) ) ;
∗send_bf_sd=( long int ) diag ;
send_bf_sd=send_bf_sd+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}

//WRITING COLUMN ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY
for (DATA_INDEX_1=0;DATA_INDEX_1<bots_arg_size_1 ;

DATA_INDEX_1=DATA_INDEX_1+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2=0;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=DATA_INDEX_INNER_2+1)

{
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
col =∗ ( (BENCH_col_sd+ ( (DATA_INDEX_INNER_2∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_1) ) ) ;

//writing this value to send memory
∗send_bf_sd=( long int ) col ;
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//updating send_buffer to point to next
position in send memory RNI

send_bf_sd=send_bf_sd+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}

for (DATA_INDEX_2=0;DATA_INDEX_2<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_2=DATA_INDEX_2+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3=0;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_3=DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3=DATA_INDEX_INNER_3+1)

{
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
col =∗ ( (BENCH_col_sd+ ( (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_2) ) ) ;

//writing this value to send memory
∗send_bf_sd=( long int ) col ;
//updating send_buffer to point to next

position in send memory RNI
send_bf_sd=send_bf_sd+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}

//ISSUING SEND COMMAND FOR ALL DIAG AND COL ELEMENTS
∗send_rg_sd=( long int ) (0x00000080+counter ) ;
counter=0;

}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
// Start task command
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void task_cmd ( vo la t i l e f l oa t ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long int ∗

send_rg , long int task_num)
{

∗send_bf=( long int ) task_num;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;
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}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
// check f inish msg
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
long int results_avai lable ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{

long int result ;
i f ( ( result =( long int ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ) ==0xaaaaaaaa )//0

x00000001 )
{

return 0x00000001;
}
else
return 0x00000000;

}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive data fwd
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void receive_data_fwd ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer , f l oa t

∗BENCH)
{

f l oa t read ;
int DATA_INDEX_INNER_3,DATA_INDEX_INNER_4,

DATA_INDEX_INNER_5;

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_3=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_3<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_INNER_3=DATA_INDEX_INNER_3
+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_4=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_4<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_INNER_4=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_4+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_5=DATA_INDEX_INNER_4+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5=DATA_INDEX_INNER_5+1)

{
read=( f l oa t ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ;
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
∗ ( (BENCH+ ( (DATA_INDEX_INNER_5∗bots_arg_size_1 )+

DATA_INDEX_INNER_3) ) ) =read ;
}

}

}
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/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
memory al locate

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void allocate_mem ( vo la t i l e f l oa t ∗send_buffer , vo l a t i l e long

int ∗send_reg , int counter )
{

∗send_buffer =( long int ) counter ;
∗send_reg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}
long int check_mem_allocate ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{

return (∗ recv_buffer ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Functions for bdiv task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
// Send data
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void send_data_bdiv ( vo l a t i l e f l oa t ∗send_bf ,// vo la t i l e long

int ∗send_bf ,
vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_rg , vo l a t i l e long int ∗

sync_reg ,
f l oa t ∗ BENCH_diag, f l oa t ∗ BENCH_row)

{
int counter=0x0 ,
DATA_INDEX,DATA_INDEX_INNER,
DATA_INDEX_1,DATA_INDEX_INNER_1,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2,DATA_INDEX_2,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3,DATA_INDEX_4,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5,DATA_INDEX_INNER_6;

f l oa t diag , row ;
long int sync=0;
//WRITING DIAGONAL ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY

for (DATA_INDEX=0;DATA_INDEX<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX=DATA_INDEX+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER<

bots_arg_size_1−1;DATA_INDEX_INNER=
DATA_INDEX_INNER+1)

{
diag =∗ (BENCH_diag+ ( (DATA_INDEX_INNER∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_INNER) ) ;
//writing this value to send memory
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∗send_bf=( long int ) diag ;
//updating send_buffer to point to next position

in send memory RNI
send_bf=send_bf+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}

for (DATA_INDEX_1=0;DATA_INDEX_1<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_1=DATA_INDEX_1+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1<

bots_arg_size_1−1;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=DATA_INDEX_INNER_2+1)

{
diag =∗ (BENCH_diag+ ( (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_INNER_2) ) ;
//writing this value to send memory
∗send_bf=( long int ) diag ;
//updating send_buffer to point to next

position in send memory RNI
send_bf=send_bf+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}

//WRITING ROW ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY
for (DATA_INDEX_2=0;DATA_INDEX_2<bots_arg_size_1 ;

DATA_INDEX_2=DATA_INDEX_2+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_3=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_3<
bots_arg_size_1−1; DATA_INDEX_INNER_3=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3+1)

{
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
row=∗ ( (BENCH_row+ ( (DATA_INDEX_2∗bots_arg_size_1 )

+DATA_INDEX_INNER_3) ) ) ;
//writing this value to send memory
∗send_bf=( long int ) row ;
send_bf=send_bf+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}
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//WRITING ROW ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY
for (DATA_INDEX_4=0;DATA_INDEX_4<bots_arg_size_1 ;

DATA_INDEX_4=DATA_INDEX_4+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_5=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_5<
bots_arg_size_1−1; DATA_INDEX_INNER_5=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_6=DATA_INDEX_INNER_5+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6=DATA_INDEX_INNER_6+1)

{
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
row=∗ ( (BENCH_row+ ( (DATA_INDEX_4∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_INNER_6) ) ) ;
//writing this value to send memory
∗send_bf=( long int ) row ;
send_bf=send_bf+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}

∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000080+counter ) ;

}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void receive_data_bdiv ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer ,

f l oa t ∗BENCH)
{

f l oa t read ;
int DATA_INDEX,DATA_INDEX_INNER_1,

DATA_INDEX_INNER_2;
for (DATA_INDEX=0;DATA_INDEX<bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX=

DATA_INDEX+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1 )

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=DATA_INDEX_INNER_2+1)

{
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read=( f l oa t ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ;
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
∗ ( (BENCH+ ( (DATA_INDEX∗bots_arg_size_1 )+

DATA_INDEX_INNER_2) ) ) =read ;
}

}
}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Functions for BMOD task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Send data
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void send_data_bmod ( vo la t i l e f l oa t ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long

int ∗send_rg , vo l a t i l e long int ∗sync_reg , f l oa t ∗
BENCH_row, f l oa t ∗ BENCH_col, f l oa t ∗ BENCH_inner )

{
int counter=0x0 ,
DATA_INDEX_1,DATA_INDEX_INNER_1,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2,DATA_INDEX_4,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5,DATA_INDEX_INNER_6,
DATA_INDEX_7,DATA_INDEX_INNER_8,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_9;
f l oa t col , row , inner ;
long int sync=0;
//WRITING ROW ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY

for (DATA_INDEX_1=0;DATA_INDEX_1<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_1=DATA_INDEX_1+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1<

bots_arg_size_1−1;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_2<
bots_arg_size_1−1;DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2+1)

{
row=∗ (BENCH_row+ ( (DATA_INDEX_1∗bots_arg_size_1

)+DATA_INDEX_INNER_2) ) ;
∗send_bf=( long int ) row ;
send_bf=send_bf+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}
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//WRITING COLUMN ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY
for (DATA_INDEX_4=0;DATA_INDEX_4<bots_arg_size_1 ;

DATA_INDEX_4=DATA_INDEX_4+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_5=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_5<
bots_arg_size_1−1; DATA_INDEX_INNER_5=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_6=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_6<
bots_arg_size_1−1; DATA_INDEX_INNER_6=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6+1)

{
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
col =∗ ( (BENCH_col+ ( (DATA_INDEX_INNER_6∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_INNER_5) ) ) ;
//writing this value to send memory
∗send_bf=( long int ) col ;
send_bf=send_bf+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}
//WRITING INNER ELEMENTS TO RNI MEMORY
for (DATA_INDEX_7=0;DATA_INDEX_7<bots_arg_size_1 ;

DATA_INDEX_7=DATA_INDEX_7+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_8=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_8<
bots_arg_size_1−1; DATA_INDEX_INNER_8=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_8+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_9=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_9<
bots_arg_size_1−1; DATA_INDEX_INNER_9=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_9+1)

{
//dereferencing to get the value for diagonal

element
inner =∗ ( (BENCH_inner+ ( (DATA_INDEX_7∗

bots_arg_size_1 )+DATA_INDEX_INNER_8) ) ) ;
//writing this value to send memory
∗send_bf=( long int ) inner ;
send_bf=send_bf+1;
counter=counter+1;

}
}

∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000080+counter ) ;

}
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/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void receive_data_bmod ( vo la t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer ,

f l oa t ∗BENCH)
{

f l oa t read ;
int DATA_INDEX,DATA_INDEX_INNER_1,

DATA_INDEX_INNER_2;
for (DATA_INDEX=0;DATA_INDEX<bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX=

DATA_INDEX+1)
{

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1 )

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_2<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_INNER_2=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2+1)

{
read=( f l oa t ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ;
∗ ( (BENCH+ ( (DATA_INDEX∗bots_arg_size_1 )+

DATA_INDEX_INNER_1) ) ) =read ;
}

}
}
void start_calc ( vo l a t i l e f l oa t ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long int ∗

send_rg )
{

∗send_bf=( long int ) (0 x f f f f f f f f ) ;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}
void send_bots_arg ( vo l a t i l e f l oa t ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long int

∗send_rg , long int bots_arg )
{

∗send_bf=( bots_arg ) ;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}

int count_size_of_data_to_be_sent ( void )
{

int counter ,DATA_INDEX,
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1,DATA_INDEX_INNER_1;

for (DATA_INDEX=0;DATA_INDEX<bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX=
DATA_INDEX+1)

{
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for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1=0;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=1+DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1=DATA_INDEX_INNER_1+1)

{
counter=counter+1;

}
}
return counter ;

}
void sync_receive ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗sync_reg )
{

long int sync=0;
while ( sync==0)
{

sync=∗sync_reg ;
}

}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sparse lu main function
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
void sparselu ( f l oa t ∗∗BENCH)
{

int i i , j j , kk=0,NIOS_1_STATUS=0,
NIOS_2_STATUS=0,NIOS_3_STATUS=0,
TASK_ASSIGN_ARRAY_INDEX=0,
result_chk=0,counter=0,channel_offset ;

f l oa t diag , col , read ;
long int sync=0,task_num=0,mem_chk=0;
//Nios status structure
struct STATUS_OF_NIOSII_PROCESSORS

{
int index_1 ;
int process_1 ;

int index_2 ;
int process_2 ;

int index_3 ;
int process_3 ;

} status_of_niosi i ;
//POINTERS
vo la t i l e long int ∗send_reg ,∗msg_chk_reg ,∗msg_clear_reg ,∗
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sync_reg ,∗ recv_buffer ;
vo l a t i l e f l oa t ∗send_buffer ;

//POINTER FOR POINTING TO RNI MEMORY

send_buffer =( f l oa t ∗ ) (0xeee28000 ) ;
recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
msg_chk_reg=( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20100 ) ;
msg_clear_reg =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20004 ) ;
send_reg=( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20000 ) ;
sync_reg =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee2000c ) ;

pr int f ( "Computing SparseLU Factorization (%dx%d matrix
with %dx%d blocks ) " ,

bots_arg_size , bots_arg_size , bots_arg_size_1 ,
bots_arg_size_1 ) ;

for (kk=0; kk<bots_arg_size ; )
{

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
lu0 ( ser ia l calculation )
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

lu0 (BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+kk ] ) ;
for ( j j =kk+1; j j <bots_arg_size ; )

{ //upon exit ing this loop receive a l l the remaining
tasks and place the results in the col array

i f (BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+ j j ] != NULL)
{

//resett ing send_buffer to point at the start of the
send buffer a f ter every i terat ion

send_buffer =( f l oa t ∗ ) (0xeee28000 ) ;
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;
sync=0;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
fwd Task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

// Check which Nios I I processor is available , i f no
one then execute FWD on Leon3 here

i f (NIOS_1_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000000;

else i f (NIOS_2_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000100;

else i f (NIOS_3_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000200;

else
{ //Al l Nios2 processors are busy . Execute FWD on

Leon3
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fwd (BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
start fwd task on any of the avai lable Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
i f ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==0)||(NIOS_2_STATUS==0)||(NIOS_3_STATUS

==0) )
{
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
adding channel o f f se t for the Nios channel
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_buffer = send_buffer+channel_offset ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sending start calculation signal to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

start_calc ( send_buffer , send_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Start FWD task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

task_num = 0x00000001; //0x1 for FWD task
task_cmd ( send_buffer , send_reg , task_num) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending bots_arg_size_1 to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_bots_arg ( send_buffer , send_reg , bots_arg_size_1 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
counting the size of the data to be sent
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

counter=count_size_of_data_to_be_sent ( ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocating the memory on nios 3 times the data counted

since
two col and one diag blocks wi l l be sent to the Nios
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

allocate_mem ( send_buffer , send_reg , (3∗ counter ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Check i f the memory al lcat ion is successful . I f not then

execute fwd on Leon3
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

mem_chk=check_mem_allocate ( recv_buffer ) ;
i f (mem_chk==0xeeeeeeee ) /∗Memory not avai lable at the

avai lable nios run task on Leon∗/
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fwd (BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size
+ j j ] ) ;

e lse
{

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending data to nios
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_data_fwd ( send_buffer , send_reg ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
updating the status structure
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

i f ( channel_offset==0x00000000 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_1= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=1;
NIOS_1_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000100 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_2= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=2;
NIOS_2_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000200 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_3= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=3;
NIOS_3_STATUS = 1;

}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
RECEIVING VALUES FROM NIOS I I
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

//check for result avai lable signal from a l l the
channels

recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_fwd ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;//
j j ] ) ;

NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_1=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=0;

}
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recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_fwd ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;//
j j ] ) ;

NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_2=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_fwd ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;//
j j ] ) ;

NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_3=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;

}
}

}
j j = j j +1;
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;
sync=0;

}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive the remaining data from a l l Nios2 af ter completion

of a l l FWD tasks
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

while ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==1)||(NIOS_2_STATUS==1)||(
NIOS_3_STATUS==1) )

{
recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_fwd ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
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bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;// j j ] )
;

NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_1=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_fwd ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;// j j ] )
;

NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_2=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_fwd ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;// j j ] )
;

NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_3=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;

}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
bdiv Task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

for ( i i =kk+1; i i <bots_arg_size ; )
{

i f (BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+kk ] != NULL)
{

// resett ing send_buffer to point to start of the
send_buffer

∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;
sync=0;
send_buffer =( f l oa t ∗ ) (0xeee28000 ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Check which Nios I I processor is available , i f no one
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then execute FWD on Leon3 here
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

i f (NIOS_1_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000000;

else i f (NIOS_2_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000100;

else i f (NIOS_3_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000200;

else
//Al l Nios2 processors are busy . Execute bdiv on

Leon3
{

bdiv (BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[ i i ∗
bots_arg_size+kk ] ) ;

}
i f ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==0)||(NIOS_2_STATUS==0)||(

NIOS_3_STATUS==0) )
{

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
adding channel o f f se t for the Nios channel
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
send_buffer = send_buffer+channel_offset ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending start calculation signal to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
start_calc ( send_buffer , send_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Start FWD task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
task_num = 0x00000002; //0x1 for FWD task
task_cmd ( send_buffer , send_reg , task_num) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending bots_arg_size_1 to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
send_bots_arg ( send_buffer , send_reg , bots_arg_size_1 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
counting the size of the data to be sent
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
counter=count_size_of_data_to_be_sent ( ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocating the memory on nios 3 times the data
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counted since
two col and one diag blocks wi l l be sent to the Nios
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
allocate_mem ( send_buffer , send_reg , (4∗ counter ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Check i f the memory al lcat ion is successful . I f not

then execute fwd on Leon3
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
mem_chk=check_mem_allocate ( recv_buffer ) ;
i f (mem_chk==0xeeeeeeee ) /∗Memory not avai lable at

the avai lable nios∗/
bdiv (BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[ i i ∗

bots_arg_size+kk ] ) ;
else
{

send_data_bdiv ( send_buffer , send_reg , sync_reg ,BENCH
[kk∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+
kk ] ) ;

//∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//
//updating the status structure
//∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//

i f ( channel_offset==0x00000000 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_1= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=1;
NIOS_1_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000100 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_2= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=2;
NIOS_2_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000200 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_3= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=3;
NIOS_3_STATUS = 1;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////
//RECEIVING VALUES FROM NIOS I I

//////////////////////////////////////////////
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//check for result avai lable signal from a l l the
channels

recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_1=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30001 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_2=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30002 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_3=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;

}

}
}
i i = i i +1;
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;
sync=0;

}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
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while ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==1)||(NIOS_2_STATUS==1)||(
NIOS_3_STATUS==1) )

{
recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;

NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_1=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;

NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_2=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;

NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_3=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;

}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
bmod Task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

for ( i i =kk+1; i i <bots_arg_size ; )
{

i f (BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+kk ] != NULL)
for ( j j =kk+1; j j <bots_arg_size ; )

{
i f (BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+ j j ] != NULL)
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{
// resett ing send_buffer to point to start of the

send_buffer
send_buffer =( f l oa t ∗ ) (0xeee28000 ) ;
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;
sync=0;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Check which Nios I I processor is available , i f no one then

execute BMOD on Leon3 here
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

i f (NIOS_1_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000000;

else i f (NIOS_2_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000100;

else i f (NIOS_3_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000200;

else
//Al l Nios2 processors are busy . Execute bdiv on

Leon3
{

i f (BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+ j j ]==NULL) BENCH[ i i ∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] = allocate_clean_block ( ) ;

bmod(BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[
kk∗bots_arg_size+ j j ] , BENCH[ i i ∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

}
i f ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==0)||(NIOS_2_STATUS==0)||(

NIOS_3_STATUS==0) )
{

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
adding channel o f f se t for the Nios channel
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
send_buffer = send_buffer+channel_offset ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending start calculation signal to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
start_calc ( send_buffer , send_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Start FWD task
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
task_num = 0x00000003; //0x1 for FWD task
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task_cmd ( send_buffer , send_reg , task_num) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending bots_arg_size_1 to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
send_bots_arg ( send_buffer , send_reg , bots_arg_size_1 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

counting the size of the data to be sent
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
counter=count_size_of_data_to_be_sent ( ) ;
allocate_mem ( send_buffer , send_reg , (2∗ counter ) ) ;
mem_chk=check_mem_allocate ( recv_buffer ) ;
i f (mem_chk==0) /∗Memory not avai lable at the

avai lable nios∗/
{

i f (BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+ j j ]==NULL) BENCH[ i i ∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] = allocate_clean_block ( ) ;

bmod(BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] , BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+ j j
] ) ;

}
e lse
{

send_data_bmod ( send_buffer , send_reg , sync_reg ,BENCH
[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+kk] , BENCH[kk∗bots_arg_size+
j j ] , BENCH[ i i ∗bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

//∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//
// updating the status structure
//∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//

i f ( channel_offset==0x00000000 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_1= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=1;
NIOS_1_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000100 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_2= j j ;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=2;
NIOS_2_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000200 )
{

status_of_niosi i . index_3= j j ;
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status_of_niosi i . process_3=3;
NIOS_3_STATUS = 1;

}

//////////////////////////////////////////
//RECEIVING VALUES FROM NIOS I I

//////////////////////////////////////////

//check for result avai lable signal from a l l the
channels

recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bmod ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_1=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bmod ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_2=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bmod ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+ j j ] ) ;

NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_3=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;

}
}

}
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;
sync=0;
j j = j j +1;
}
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i i = i i +1;
}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receiving remaining results from Nios2 processors
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

while ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==1)||(NIOS_2_STATUS==1)||(
NIOS_3_STATUS==1) )

{
recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;// j j ] )
;

NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_1=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_1=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;// j j ] )
;

NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_2=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_2=0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

receive_data_bdiv ( recv_buffer ,BENCH[kk∗
bots_arg_size+status_of_niosi i . index_1 ] ) ;// j j ] )
;

NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;
status_of_niosi i . index_3=0;
status_of_niosi i . process_3=0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;

}
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kk=kk+1;
}

}

void sparselu_f ini ( f l oa t ∗∗BENCH, char ∗pass )
{

print_structure ( pass , BENCH) ;
}

//Main funciton for calculating sparse LU
int main ( void )
{

f l oa t ∗∗INPUT_MATRIX;
char ∗NAME_OF_MATRIX;
int i =0;
clock_t time_1 , time_2 ;
while (1 )
{

//Allocating memory for the matrix and generating the
matrix elements

//Also printing the matrix structure
i f ( i ==0)
{ sparselu_init (&INPUT_MATRIX,NAME_OF_MATRIX) ;

time_1=clock ( ) ;
pr int f ( " Start_time= %d \n" , time_1 ) ;
sparselu ( INPUT_MATRIX) ;
time_2=clock ( ) ;
pr int f ( "End_time= %d \n" , ( time_2−time_1 ) ) ;

sparselu_f ini ( INPUT_MATRIX,NAME_OF_MATRIX) ;

i = i +1;
}

}
return 0;

}
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Appendix C

Code for sparse LU
factorization for NiosII/S
processor

This chapter gives the code for sparse LU factorization for the NiosI-
I/S processor. Note that same code will be used by all the three
NiosII/S processors.

void p1_main ( void )
{
int start_calc_command=0,task_assigned=0,

bots_arg_size_1=0,count_for_words=0,
size_of_mem_to_allocate , count_1=0,

count_2=0,count_3=0,count_4=0,
//FWD INDEXES
DATA_INDEX_FWD,DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1_FWD,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_FWD,DATA_INDEX_1_FWD,
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2_FWD,DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_FWD,
DATA_INDEX_2_FWD,DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_FWD,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_FWD,DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_FWD,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_FWD,DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_FWD,
//BDIV INDEXES
DATA_INDEX_BDIV,DATA_INDEX_INNER_BDIV,
DATA_INDEX_1_BDIV,DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BDIV,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BDIV,DATA_INDEX_2_BDIV,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_BDIV,DATA_INDEX_3_BDIV,
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_BDIV,DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_BDIV,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BDIV,DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BDIV,
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DATA_INDEX_INNER_7_BDIV,
//BMOD INDEXES
DATA_INDEX_1_BMOD,DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BMOD,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BMOD,DATA_INDEX_4_BMOD,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BMOD,DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BMOD,
DATA_INDEX_7_BMOD, DATA_INDEX_INNER_8_BMOD,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_9_BMOD,DATA_INDEX_INNER_10_BMOD,
DATA_INDEX_INNER_11_BMOD,DATA_INDEX_INNER_12_BMOD;

f l oa t ∗pMem_diag_fwd,∗pMem_col1_fwd,∗pMem_col2_fwd ,
∗pMem_diag1_bdiv ,∗pMem_diag2_bdiv ,∗pMem_row1_bdiv ,
∗pMem_row2_bdiv,∗pMem_row_bmod,∗pMem_col_bmod,
∗pMem_inner_bmod;

i f ( start_calc_command=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 )==0 x f f f f f f f f )
{

task_assigned=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
bots_arg_size_1=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
FWD TASK

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
i f ( task_assigned==0x00000001 )

{
size_of_mem_to_allocate=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for diag
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_diag_fwd = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/3) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for col1
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_col1_fwd = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/3) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for col2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_col2_fwd = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/3) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for col3
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

i f ( pMem_diag_fwd==NULL||pMem_col1_fwd==NULL||
pMem_col2_fwd==NULL)

{
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xeeeeeeee ) ;
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while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;
NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority ,

p1_pid , p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 ,
p1_msg_len ) ;

}
else
{
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive data ( diag )
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

for (DATA_INDEX_FWD=0;DATA_INDEX_FWD<
bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_FWD=DATA_INDEX_FWD
+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1_FWD=0;

DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1_FWD+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_FWD=1+
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_1_FWD;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_FWD+1)

{
∗pMem_diag_fwd = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_diag_fwd=pMem_diag_fwd+1;
count_1 =count_1+1;

}
}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data ( col1 )

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_1_FWD=0;DATA_INDEX_1_FWD<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_1_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_1_FWD+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2_FWD=0;

DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2_FWD+1)

for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_2_FWD+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_FWD+1)

{
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∗pMem_col1_fwd = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_col1_fwd = pMem_col1_fwd+1;
count_2 =count_2+1;

}
}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data ( col2 )

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_2_FWD=0;DATA_INDEX_2_FWD<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_2_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_2_FWD+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_FWD=0;

DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_FWD+1)

for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_FWD+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_FWD+1)

{
∗pMem_col2_fwd = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_col2_fwd = pMem_col2_fwd+1;
count_3 =count_3+1;

}
}

pMem_diag_fwd = pMem_diag_fwd − count_1 ;
pMem_col1_fwd = pMem_col1_fwd − count_2 ;
pMem_col2_fwd = pMem_col2_fwd − count_3 ;

count_1=0;
count_2=0;
count_3=0;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Task FWD
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

fwd (pMem_diag_fwd ,pMem_col1_fwd ,pMem_col2_fwd ,
bots_arg_size_1 ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Results signal

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xaaaaaaaa ) ;
count_for_words=count_for_words+1;
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/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Send Results

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_FWD=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_FWD=DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_FWD
+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_FWD=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_FWD=DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_FWD
+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_FWD+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_FWD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_FWD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_FWD+1)

{
p1_send_value=p1_send_value+1;
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,pMem_col2_fwd [

DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_FWD+
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_FWD] ) ;

count_for_words=count_for_words+1;

}
}
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority ,
p1_pid , p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 ,
count_for_words ) ;//p1_msg_len ) ;

count_for_words=0;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Delete the allocated memory
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
free (pMem_diag_fwd ) ;
f ree ( pMem_col1_fwd ) ;
f ree ( pMem_col2_fwd ) ;
}

}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

BDIV TASK
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

else i f ( task_assigned==0x00000002 )
{

size_of_mem_to_allocate=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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Allocate memory for diag1
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_diag1_bdiv = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/4) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for diag2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_diag2_bdiv = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/4) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for col1
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_row1_bdiv = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/4) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for col2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_row2_bdiv = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/4) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for col3
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
//pMem_row3 = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( ( bots_arg_size_1 ∗3) ∗

s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;

i f ( pMem_diag1_bdiv==NULL||pMem_diag2_bdiv==NULL||
pMem_row1_bdiv==NULL||pMem_row2_bdiv==NULL)

{
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xeeeeeeee ) ;
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority ,
p1_pid , p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 ,
p1_msg_len ) ;

}
else
{
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive data ( diag1 )
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_BDIV=0;DATA_INDEX_BDIV<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_BDIV=DATA_INDEX_BDIV
+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_BDIV=0;DATA_INDEX_INNER_BDIV

<bots_arg_size_1−1;DATA_INDEX_INNER_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_BDIV+1)

{
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∗pMem_diag1_bdiv = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_diag1_bdiv = pMem_diag1_bdiv+1;
count_1=count_1+1;

}
}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data ( diag2 )

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_1_BDIV=0;DATA_INDEX_1_BDIV<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_1_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_1_BDIV+1)

{
for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BDIV=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BDIV=DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BDIV
+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BDIV+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BDIV+1)

{
∗pMem_diag2_bdiv = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_diag2_bdiv = pMem_diag2_bdiv+1;
count_2=count_2+1;

}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive data ( row1 )
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_2_BDIV=0;DATA_INDEX_2_BDIV<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_2_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_2_BDIV+1)

{
for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_BDIV=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_3_BDIV+1)

{
∗pMem_row1_bdiv = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_row1_bdiv =pMem_row1_bdiv+1;
count_3 = count_3 +1;

}
}
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/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data ( row2 )

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_3_BDIV=0;DATA_INDEX_3_BDIV<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_3_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_3_BDIV+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_BDIV=0;

DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_BDIV+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_OFFSET_3_BDIV+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_4_BDIV+1)

{
∗pMem_row2_bdiv = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_row2_bdiv = pMem_row2_bdiv+1;
count_4 = count_4 +1;

}
}

pMem_diag1_bdiv = pMem_diag1_bdiv − count_1 ;
pMem_diag2_bdiv = pMem_diag2_bdiv − count_2 ;
pMem_row1_bdiv = pMem_row1_bdiv − count_3 ;
pMem_row2_bdiv = pMem_row2_bdiv − count_4 ;

count_1=0;
count_2=0;
count_3=0;
count_4=0;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Task BDIV
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

bdiv ( pMem_diag1_bdiv , pMem_diag2_bdiv ,
pMem_row1_bdiv ,pMem_row2_bdiv , bots_arg_size_1 )
;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Results signal

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xaaaaaaaa ) ;
count_for_words=count_for_words+1;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Send Results

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BDIV=0;
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DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BDIV=DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BDIV
+1)

{
for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BDIV=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BDIV+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_7_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_7_BDIV+1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_7_BDIV<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_7_BDIV=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_7_BDIV+1)

{
p1_send_value=p1_send_value+1;
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,pMem_row2_bdiv [

DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BDIV+
DATA_INDEX_INNER_7_BDIV ] ) ;

count_for_words=count_for_words+1;
}

}
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority ,
p1_pid , p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 ,
count_for_words ) ;//p1_msg_len ) ;

count_for_words=0;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Delete the allocated memory
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
free ( pMem_diag1_bdiv ) ;
f ree ( pMem_diag2_bdiv ) ;
f ree (pMem_row1_bdiv ) ;
f ree (pMem_row2_bdiv ) ;
//free (pMem_col3 ) ;

}

}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

BMOD TASK
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

else i f ( task_assigned==0x00000003 )
{

size_of_mem_to_allocate=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for row
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_row_bmod = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (
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size_of_mem_to_allocate/3) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for col
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_col_bmod = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/3) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Allocate memory for inner
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
pMem_inner_bmod = ( f l oa t ∗ ) malloc ( (

size_of_mem_to_allocate/3) ∗ s izeo f ( f l oa t ) ) ;

i f (pMem_row_bmod==NULL||pMem_col_bmod==NULL||
pMem_inner_bmod==NULL)

{
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xeeeeeeee ) ;
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority ,
p1_pid , p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 ,
p1_msg_len ) ;

}
else
{
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive data ( row )
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for ( DATA_INDEX_1_BMOD=0;DATA_INDEX_1_BMOD<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_1_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_1_BMOD+1)

{
for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BMOD=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BMOD=DATA_INDEX_INNER_1_BMOD
+1)

for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BMOD=0;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_2_BMOD+1)

{
∗pMem_row_bmod = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_row_bmod = pMem_row_bmod+1;
count_1= count_1 +1;

}
}
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/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data ( col )

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for ( DATA_INDEX_4_BMOD=0;DATA_INDEX_4_BMOD<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_4_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_4_BMOD+1)

{
for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BMOD=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BMOD=DATA_INDEX_INNER_5_BMOD
+1)

for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BMOD=0;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_6_BMOD+1)

{
∗pMem_col_bmod = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_col_bmod = pMem_col_bmod+1;
count_2 = count_2 +1;

}
}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive data ( inner )

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for (DATA_INDEX_7_BMOD=0;DATA_INDEX_7_BMOD<

bots_arg_size_1 ;DATA_INDEX_7_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_7_BMOD+1)

{
for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_8_BMOD=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_8_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_8_BMOD=DATA_INDEX_INNER_8_BMOD
+1)

for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_9_BMOD=0;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_9_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1−1;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_9_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_9_BMOD+1)

{
∗pMem_inner_bmod = IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
pMem_inner_bmod = pMem_inner_bmod+1;
count_3 = count_3 +1;

}
}

pMem_row_bmod = pMem_row_bmod − count_1 ;
pMem_col_bmod = pMem_col_bmod − count_2 ;
pMem_inner_bmod = pMem_inner_bmod − count_3 ;
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count_1=0;
count_2=0;
count_3=0;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Task BMOD

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
i f (pMem_inner_bmod==NULL) pMem_inner_bmod =

allocate_clean_block ( bots_arg_size_1 ) ;
bmod(pMem_row_bmod, pMem_col_bmod,pMem_inner_bmod,

bots_arg_size_1 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Results signal
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xaaaaaaaa ) ;
count_for_words=count_for_words+1;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Send Results

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_10_BMOD=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_10_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_10_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_10_BMOD+1)

{
for ( DATA_INDEX_INNER_11_BMOD=0;

DATA_INDEX_INNER_11_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_11_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_11_BMOD+1)

for (DATA_INDEX_INNER_12_BMOD=0;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_12_BMOD<bots_arg_size_1 ;
DATA_INDEX_INNER_12_BMOD=
DATA_INDEX_INNER_12_BMOD+1)

{
p1_send_value=p1_send_value+1;
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,pMem_row_bmod[

DATA_INDEX_INNER_10_BMOD+
DATA_INDEX_INNER_12_BMOD] ) ;

count_for_words=count_for_words+1;
}

}
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority ,
p1_pid , p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 ,
count_for_words ) ;//p1_msg_len ) ;

count_for_words=0;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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Delete the allocated memory
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
free (pMem_col_bmod) ;
f ree (pMem_row_bmod) ;
f ree (pMem_inner_bmod) ;

}
}

}
}
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Appendix D

Code for nqueens for Leon3
processor

This chapter gives the code for nqueens for the Leon3 processor. Note
that this code is meant to be used when all the three NiosII/S cores
are active in the heterogeneous network.

long int results_avai lable ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{

long int result ;
i f ( ( result =( long int ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ) ==0xaaaaaaaa )
{

return 0x00000001;
}
else
return 0x00000000;

}

long int receive_data ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{

return ( ( long int ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ) ;

}

void start_calc ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long int
∗send_rg )

{
∗send_bf=( long int ) (0 x f f f f f f f f ) ;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}
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void send_data ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long int
∗send_rg , int x , int y , char ∗ b, int depth )

{
int i =0, val =0;
∗send_bf=( long int ) x;//row;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;
∗send_bf=( long int ) y;//row;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;
∗send_bf=( long int ) depth;//row;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;
for ( i =0; i <x ; i = i +1)
{

val =( int )b [ i ] ;
∗send_bf=( long int ) val ;//row;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}
}
void sync_receive ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗sync_reg )
{

long int sync=0;
while ( sync==0)
{

sync=∗sync_reg ;
}

}

int nqueens ( int n, int j , char ∗a , int depth )

{
int i , NIOS_1_STATUS=0,NIOS_2_STATUS=0,NIOS_3_STATUS=0,

mycount=0;

vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_reg ,∗msg_chk_reg ,∗msg_clear_reg ,∗
sync_reg ,∗ recv_buffer ,∗ send_buffer ;

//POINTER FOR POINTING TO RNI MEMORY
send_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee28000 ) ;
recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
msg_chk_reg=( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20100 ) ;
msg_clear_reg =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20004 ) ;
send_reg=( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20000 ) ;
sync_reg =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee2000c ) ;

i f (n == j ) {
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/∗ good solution , count i t ∗/
mycount++;
return mycount ;

}
/∗ try each possible position for queen <j > ∗/

for ( i = 0; i < n; i ++)
{

/∗ al locate a temporary array and copy <a> into i t
∗/

char ∗ b = alloca (n ∗ s izeo f ( char ) ) ;
memcpy(b, a , j ∗ s izeo f ( char ) ) ;

b [ j ] = ( char ) i ;
i f ( ok ( j + 1, b ) )

{
i f ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==0) || (NIOS_2_STATUS==0 )|| (

NIOS_3_STATUS==0) )
{

i f (NIOS_1_STATUS=0)
{

//nqueens (n, j + 1, b, depth ) ; //FIXME: see above
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

adding channel o f f se t for the Nios channel
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_buffer = send_buffer+0x00000000;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sending start calculation signal to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

start_calc ( send_buffer , send_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sending data to nios
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_data ( send_buffer , send_reg ,n, i ,b , depth ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
updating the status of nios

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
NIOS_1_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f (NIOS_2_STATUS=0 )
{

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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adding channel o f f se t for the Nios channel
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_buffer = send_buffer+0x00000100;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sending start calculation signal to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

start_calc ( send_buffer , send_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sending data to nios
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_data ( send_buffer , send_reg ,n, i ,b , depth ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
updating the status of nios

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
NIOS_2_STATUS = 1;

}
else i f (NIOS_3_STATUS=0 )
{

nqueens (n, j + 1, b, depth ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

adding channel o f f se t for the Nios channel
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_buffer = send_buffer+0x00000200;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

Receive sync from NOC
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sending start calculation signal to Nios2
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

start_calc ( send_buffer , send_reg ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

sending data to nios
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

send_data ( send_buffer , send_reg ,n, i ,b , depth ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
updating the status of nios

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
NIOS_3_STATUS = 1;

}
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}
e lse

mycount = nqueens (n, j + 1, b, depth+1) ;

//checking i f any of the nios has finished computing
result

i f ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==1) || (NIOS_2_STATUS==1) || (
NIOS_3_STATUS==1) )

{

recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

mycount=mycount+receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

mycount=mycount+receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

mycount=mycount+receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;

}

}
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;

}
}

sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;

while ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==1) || (NIOS_2_STATUS==1) || (
NIOS_3_STATUS==1) )

{

recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
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{
mycount=mycount+receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

mycount=mycount+receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

mycount=mycount+receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;

}

}

return mycount ;
}
int find_queens ( int size )
{

int total_count=0;

pr int f ( "Computing N−Queens algorithm (n=%d)\n " ,
s ize ) ;

char ∗a ;

a = alloca ( s ize ∗ s izeo f ( char ) ) ;
total_count=nqueens ( size , 0 , a , 0) ;

pr int f ( " completed !\n" ) ;
return total_count ;

}

int main ( void )
{

clock_t time_1 , time_2 ;
int test_once=1, size =4, result =0;
while (1 )
{
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i f ( test_once==1)
{

test_once==0;
time_1 = clock ( ) ;
result=find_queens ( size ) ;
time_2=clock ( ) ;
pr int f ( "nqeen result ok time taken %d" , ( time_2−time_1 )

) ;

}

}
return 0;

}
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Appendix E

Code for nqueens for NiosII/S
processor

This chapter gives the code for nqueens for the NiosII/S processor.
Note that same code will be used in all three NiosII/S processors.

void p1_main ( void )
{
int start_calc_command=0,n, j , depth ,m=0,count=0;
int b [10 ] ;
char ∗ b_ch ;
i f ( start_calc_command=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 )==0 x f f f f f f f f )
{

n=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
j =IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
depth=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
for (m=0;m<n;m=m+1)

{
b [m]=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
b_ch [m]= ( char )b [m] ;

}
count= nqueens (n, j , b_ch , depth ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Results signal

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xaaaaaaaa ) ;
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority , p1_pid , p0_pid ,
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send_channel_p1_to_p0 , p1_msg_len ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Send Results

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 , count ) ;
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;
NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority , p1_pid , p0_pid ,

send_channel_p1_to_p0 , p1_msg_len ) ;
}
//NOC_RNI_CLEAR(NOC_RNI_BASE, recv_channel_p1_from_p0 ) ;

}
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Appendix F

Code for Fibonacci numbers
for Leon3 processor

This chapter gives the code for fibonacci numbers for the Leon3 pro-
cessor. Note that the same code is meant to be used when all three
NiosII/S cores are active.

#include <stdio .h>
#include <stdint .h>
#include <stdl ib .h>
#include <string .h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time .h>

long int results_avai lable ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{

long int result ;
i f ( ( result =( long int ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ) ==0xaaaaaaaa )
{

return 0x00000001;
}
else
return 0x00000000;

}

long int receive_data ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗ recv_buffer )
{

return ( ( long int ) (∗ recv_buffer ) ) ;

}
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void start_calc ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long int
∗send_rg )

{
∗send_bf=( long int ) (0 x f f f f f f f f ) ;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}
void send_data ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗send_bf , vo l a t i l e long int

∗send_rg , long int x )
{

∗send_bf=( long int ) x;//row;
∗send_rg=( long int ) (0x00000081 ) ;

}

void sync_receive ( vo l a t i l e long int ∗sync_reg )
{

long int sync=0;
while ( sync==0)
{

sync=∗sync_reg ;
}

}

long int f ib ( long int input_num)
{

int NIOS_1_STATUS=0,
NIOS_2_STATUS=0,channel_offset=0,NIOS_3_STATUS=0;

long int sync=0,task_num=0,mem_chk=0, x=0, y=0;

//POINTERS
vo la t i l e long int ∗send_reg ,∗msg_chk_reg ,∗msg_clear_reg ,∗

sync_reg ,∗ recv_buffer ,∗ send_buffer ;

//POINTER FOR POINTING TO RNI MEMORY
send_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee28000 ) ;
recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
msg_chk_reg=( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20100 ) ;
msg_clear_reg =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20004 ) ;
send_reg=( long int ∗ ) (0xeee20000 ) ;
sync_reg =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee2000c ) ;

i f ( input_num < 2) return input_num;
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i f (NIOS_1_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000000;

else i f (NIOS_2_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000100;

else i f (NIOS_3_STATUS==0)
channel_offset=0x00000200;

else
{ x = f ib ( input_num − 1) ;

y = f ib ( input_num − 2) ;
}
i f ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==0)||(NIOS_2_STATUS==0)||(

NIOS_3_STATUS==0) )
{

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
adding channel o f f se t for the Nios channel

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
send_buffer = send_buffer+channel_offset ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Receive sync from NOC

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending start calculation signal to Nios2

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
start_calc ( send_buffer , send_reg ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
sending data to nios

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
send_data ( send_buffer , send_reg , ( input_num−2) ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
updating the status of nios

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
i f ( channel_offset==0x00000000 )

NIOS_1_STATUS = 1;
else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000100 )

NIOS_2_STATUS = 1;

else i f ( channel_offset==0x00000200 )
NIOS_3_STATUS = 1;
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i f ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==1) || (NIOS_2_STATUS==1)|| (
NIOS_3_STATUS==1) )

{

recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

x=receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;

}

recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;

i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

y=receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

y=receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;

}

}

//clearing sync f lag
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;

x = f ib ( input_num − 1) ;
}

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
RECEIVING VALUES FROM NIOS I I

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
sync_receive ( sync_reg ) ;

//check for result avai lable signal from a l l the
channels

while ( ( NIOS_1_STATUS==1) || (NIOS_2_STATUS==1)|| (
NIOS_3_STATUS==1) )

{

recv_buffer =( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30000 ) ;
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i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

x=receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_1_STATUS = 0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30100 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

y=receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_2_STATUS = 0;

}
recv_buffer = ( long int ∗ ) (0xeee30200 ) ;
i f ( results_avai lable ( recv_buffer )==0x00000001 )
{

y=receive_data ( recv_buffer ) ;
NIOS_3_STATUS = 0;

}
}
∗sync_reg= (0x00000000 ) ;

return x + y ;
}
int main ( void )
{

long int input_num=10, fib_output=0;
clock_t time_1 , time_2 ;
int test_once=0;
while (1 )
{

i f ( test_once==0)
{

test_once==1;
time_1 = clock ( ) ;
fib_output = f ib ( input_num) ;
time_2=clock ( ) ;
pr int f ( " f ib of input number %ld is fib_output %ld and

time taken is %d" ,input_num, fib_output , ( time_2−
time_1 ) ) ;

}

}
return 0;

}
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Appendix G

Code for Fibonacci numbers
for NiosII/S processor

This chapter gives the code for fibonacci numbers for the NiosII/S
processor. Note that the same code is meant to be used for all three
NiosII/S cores.

long int f ib ( long int n)
{

long int x , y ;
i f (n < 2) return n;
x = f ib (n − 1) ;
y = f ib (n − 2) ;
return x + y ;

}
void f ib0 ( long int n)
{

par_res = f ib (n) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Define the process main cycle function
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/

void p1_main ( void )
{
int start_calc_command=0;
long int fib_number=0;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

FIB FUNCTION
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
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i f ( start_calc_command=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 )==0
x f f f f f f f f )

{
fib_number=IORD( p1_recv_value ,0 ) ;
f ib0 ( fib_number ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Results signal

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 ,0xaaaaaaaa ) ;
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority , p1_pid ,
p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 , p1_msg_len ) ;

/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Send Results

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
IOWR( p1_send_value ,0 , par_res ) ;
while (NOC_RNI_STATUS(NOC_RNI_BASE) !=0) ;

NOC_RNI_SEND(NOC_RNI_BASE, p1_priority , p1_pid ,
p0_pid , send_channel_p1_to_p0 , p1_msg_len ) ;

}
//NOC_RNI_CLEAR(NOC_RNI_BASE, recv_channel_p1_from_p0

) ;

}
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